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Some Were Grouped, with Five
Bodies In One Church at
the Same Time Common Funeral Monday.
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meeting- of the committee the call will be Issued for the

tomorrows

state convention to choose four delegates and four alternates to the Chi-

cago convention. New York Mty will
probably be. selected as the place and
Saturday. Apnl 11, as the date for the
convention.
Primaries will be held Tuesday,
March 111. to elect delegates to the
tate convention ami congressional
district convention.
State Chairman Timothy L. Woodruff and Secretary Hoot will be among
the "Hip Four" that will head the
Umpire Stat delegation to the Windy
City.
There U still some question as to
who shall make the speech nominating Governor 'Hughes. Mr. Woodruff
wants to do it himself, believing that
to do so would put hiiiv in a stronger
position In the fall, when there will
be another state convention and a
state ticket to be chosen. The president is said to prefer Secretary Root,
who, it Is reported, is on the tentative slate for either temporary or permanent chairman of the convention.
forces may
The Parsons-Woodrufight to have the election of the state
committee postponed until the regular state convention In the tall.
In the event of such postponement
the present dominant forces would be
at the helm at the beginning of the
presidential fight.
Among Republican leaders it Is the
consensus of opinion that
Odell will seek to put the state committee on record regarding the candiHughes. Odell ofdacy of
fered a resolution last May indorsing
Oovernor Hughes, but it was laid on
the table. He may call up that resolution, or he may present a new one,
because of changed conditions.
Organization of tho campaign to
capture the preliminaries on March
31 is well under way.
Odell has
taken permanent headquarters at the
Fifth Avenue hotel and Is personally
directing the battle that will be fought
all over the elate.
ff
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Three Popular Choice for Of One of Missing Teachers Identified
flees ot Mayor. Treasurer and
by Filling in Her Teeth-Twe- nty
Clerk-VotCity
Turned
bodies Yet Remain Unony
Out Last
claimed and IdentificaPrevailed.
tion Is Impossible.

Washington, March 6. As a result
It is likely
t President Roosevelt
will seek to of the action
on the presidential in the case of the Louisville & Nashforce a line-u- p
nomination of Oovernor Hughes ut ville railway, it is now learned from
will
the meeting of the Republican state quite reliable sources that there
reduelioi as first
committee tomorrow. If Is alleged to be no general wage
railways
by
the
)e their lntontion to offer resolutions contemplated
indorsing the governor us New York' throughout the country. Railway men
favorite nun and Instructing the con- do not care for the consequences
vention to elect a new state commit- which will follow their efforts to
.At
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Secretary Koot and Tim Woodruff Other Koads Are Falling Into Line
to Save Publicity In the Matwill Be Amonq Delegates tc Nater of Actual Conditions-Presid- ent
Want
tional Conventlon-Bo- th
Roosevelt's
to .Make Speech Nominating
Prompt Action Wins.
Hughes for the Presidency.
York, March

5G

Best Business Men In Albuquerque Proposed for
the Various Alunlc-Iporilces.
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Resolution Endors-In- Investigation of L. & N. Stops
Attempt to Show Loss
Him at Republican
ol Revenues.
State Committee Meeting.
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make such reductions.
As a result of the president's order
government experts have been looking into the financial status of the
Louisville & Nashville. And without
any very deep search the inspectors
employed by the Interstate Commerce
commission have found some very
queer bookkeeping. The great reduction in earnings proves to be not so
great. Hut how did the books get
this way? It Is a prison offense under the new law to Juggle figures as
to earnings. So this may be a case
where the Jail will play its part.
It is not surprising therefore that
overtures have been made to have the
investigation stopped. It is said that
the officials feel more kindly toward
their men andthat they are not so
eager to reduce their pay.
The thing that first attracted the
attention
of the experts when the
government went to work on the
Uoulsllie & Nashville reports was the
sudden drop In February profits. Total revenues had run along before the
panic at about $4,000,000 monthly.
Total net revenues had been about a
million. Suddenly the net revenues
fell to about $260,000.
Why this drop? The accountants
began to look at the other figures.
The total revenues were found to be
much nearer normal than the net revenue. They then looked at the expense figure, and discovered that
there was no proportionate falling off
in the expenses of the system. According to this account it cost the
road as much as if they had run all
the power and cars that they run
during the rush order time.
That was the clew. The expert accountants and inspectors did the rest.
Systematic efforts, It appears, had
been made to falsify the figures. No
honest bookkeeping could have shown
the totals.
And this is why the arbitration efforts are now proceeding with such
evident success, and such Improved
prospects for the workmen.
And this is why other roads are less
eager to force the issue. An examination of their books and a public report
on the amounts of water carried in
their stocks are not pleasant prospects, even if there has been no actual
falsifying of accounts which would
bring the officials within the reach
of the criminal law.

Dallas. Texas. March 6. Political LAND SUIT INVOLVES
enemies of United States Senator
Railcy will hold a convention In
Waco tomorrow, as the result of a
TLE TO 60.000
call issued by Chairman Ueorge W.
K. Riddle of the Democratic Club of
Texas.

The .stated purpose- of the convention is to take steps to prevent
l'nit.,d States Senator RaJley from
being sent to the national convention
as a delegate at large and
at
"to lijiht against the evils in political
unit official l.fe which have coma to
be generally grouped under the name
of fiaiieyism."
The Kaiiey adherents are also active htij the Senator Is being boomed
a one of the four delegates at large
from Texas to the national Democratic convention at iJenver. Many
of them are advocating making up
t iie "Big Four"
as follows: United
States Senator Charles A. Culberson,
I "lilted
state Senator J V. Hailey,
Oovernor T M. Campbell and Stale
Chairmm George A. Carden.
There seems to be little doubt that
these four names will be presented by
the i'a.l' y men at the state convention !n F'tl Woiih on May 26.
KKV. SWAUV IS ItirriKK
Harrlsburg.
Pa., March 6. Rev.
Silas C. Swallow, the well known
who :s dangerously ill nt
hi.-- ,
here with typhoid pneumonia, i slightly bolter today. He
a restful night

KIIJ.S 1IIMS1XI'
March ti. KUwood T.
Detroit.
I lane,
first vice president of the
Union Trust company of this city, and
and
a former city postmaster,
His
killed himself early today.
that he was depressed on
friends
account of financial trouble and was
in poor hoaJth. He was 56 years old.

Action to Quiet
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to

Mora 4. rant Ilrouglil In
Vgus.

TI-

ACRES
I'art
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of

I.as Vegas. N. M ., March 6. A big
land suit to quiet title has been filed
ill the district clerk's oftiee. entitled
Richard A. Morley vs. William V.
Dawkins. Plaintiff in a well known
rta! estate man of this city, and the
suit involves more than tiO.nOO acres
of land whic h lie has purchased for
speculative purposes. Nearly a bundled defendants are named in the
suit.
The action was brought to clear
the title to certain lands situated in
the Mora grant, known us tho Hartley
pasture, containing
:ind Halli-t- t
acres, al-- o a tract hi Cherry
valley, known as the White or Van
liiuten pasture. containing 2fl,ll
acres and a tract in th,. Mora grant,
designated ad the Van M iUt.-- range,
consisting of 1.47", acre.-- .

.".

SHOW CP PROIIIP.ITIOMSTS
Chicago, March - A campaign of
publicity to counteract tne effect of
the prohibition wae that is sweeping
the country was decided on by the
hoard of trustees of the United States
Urewers' association nt a meeting here
yesterday.

BODY OF ANARCHIST ISlBRYAN SENDS FORTH HIS

SPIRITED AWAY IN

IDEAS

Ofi'ifinllOiK

As a result of tho Republican primaries for the city convention, held
last night in the various ward.9, one
of the strongest
municipal tickets
ever pluced before the people of Albuquerque will without
uoubl be
nominated tonight.
men
are practically certain
Three
of the nomination for niuyor, treasurer and city clerk. They are: May
or, W. W. Strong; treasurer, J. C.
Raldridgo, and city clerk, Harry F.
l.ee, the present incumbent.
Tho other offices have strong business men prominently mentioned to
liil them and in nearly every case
they will undoubtedly be nominated.
The feature of last night's primaries was the way the
Republicans
turned out and the harmony which
prevailed.
There was a
little slate
Axed up for each ward by a few men
who hud been most active some time
ago in denouncing slates, but they
had their work for nothing.
In three of the wards, the delegates were promptly selected without
discussion, because they were agree-aoi- e
FORMALLY TELLS CZAR
to all concerned and the primaries were over In short order.
In the Third ward, several men
p all ready to
hau a slate framed
OF
!
railroad through and they were preC.
pared to commence the railroading
process when Frank A. Hubbell In a
speech called attention to the fact
OF RUSSIA
that these self same gentlemen, not
so long ago, were quite- actively en
gaged In opposing anything that
looked like a Blute. Tho result was
Notice Is Accompanied by Six- that
the Third ward slate was sepunctured and several names
verely
teen Accusations Against
were changed among the delegates to
the city convention, although it was
Russia's Ruler.
not on the pictures to have that
NEW-REPUBLI-

--

THEJIGHT

AL ISSUES

-

Friends. Agents, or Medical Nebraska Convention Adopts
Students Make Away With
Platform Dictated by Him
Shlppy's Assailant.
as Leader of Democracy.

done.

EMMA GOLDMAN PLANS
While those who had fixed up th
BUT FEW NEW ISSUES
PLAN TO FORM
slate were not at all pleased with
TO HOLD MEETING
ARE ADVANCED
REPUBLIC IN 1915 this unexpected Interruption of their
plans, they were forced to acquiesce
because they did not have the votes.
Chicago, March 8. The Inter Ocean
Omaha, March 6. The platform
In the First, Second, and Fourth
New York, March 6. Formal nosays today that the body of Lazarus
tice of the creation of the republic wards there was no delay and the
Averbuch, the young anarchist shot adopted by the Democratic and Popu- of
delegates
were selected quickly nnd
the United States of Russia, In
list state conventions here yesterday
to death by Police Chief Shippy Monprimaries adjourned. If
there
the
place
of
Ru&sian
the
was
monarchy,
day, which was sent from the county afternoon represents the stand Will-lasent yesterday to Ntcholas
czar were any slates in theso wards tothose
morgue yesterday to be buried In the
see
J. Ilryan takes on national ques- or Russia, to King Kdward II.,
who
of Eng- thai, prepared them took pains
potter's field at Dunning, has disap- tions and the Issues upon which he land, Emperor
only good men wer on them
Germany,
William
of
peared. Whether the friends of the will make
King Alfonso of Spain. President and that was all that was desired
the campaign.
dead man, agents in the employ of
platform
large- Rimsevelt. and to the ruler or head from any quarter.
as
a
The
was
whole
his sister or medical students spirited ly Mr. Bryan's work.
It Is a little early to say who will
That It reflect- of every European nation.
the body away Is unknown.
be the nominees for tho city council
as
leader's
to
ed
the
views
what
Accompanying
each notice was a from the various wards. In the First
Averbuch's sister was released from should form the
nucleus upon which copy of sixteen accusations
against ward A. W. Hayden Is talked of to
custody yesterday
and then made Die party should go
counbefore
the
czar
the
and a list' of sixteen proc- succeed
vain attempts to gain possession of try next summer was not denied. Mr.
himself and it Is understood
lamations. In these the czar Is de-- ! his friends
her brother's body.
4everal underare working to that end,
Hryan,
declarsaid
however,
the
that
as a common criminal and
takers were appealed to but all re- ations of the platform were necessar- nnunced upon
probability
a
with
that he will be
is
to
called
abdicate.
fused to take charge of the body. ily Incomplete;
some subjects
These documents are issued by the selected. are
Rabbis who were asked to hold ser- which undoubtedlythat
several good men talked
There
will be Included in Republican
administration
of tho
vices refused and finally the body was the platform were omitted,
for member of the council from
while oth- provisional government
of Russia, of
turned over to Coroner Hoffman for ers were
treated in the Nebraska doc- only one name appears on the docu- the Second ward but there is not a
burial. It was a pitch dark night,
strong
ument in a purposely brief manner, ments, that of Gen. Ivan Norormy, preponderance of sentiment
with rain falling, and it is alleged so
enough at present to safely predict
that on the way to the county farm ver.as to allow amplification at Den- w ho is chief executive commissioner who will be nominated.
of the most formidable
movement
the body was spirited away.
In the Third ward, Charles O.
The platform advanced little as ever organized to bring about a
I'aiuiiu is Dcliiuit.
well
with
new.
The Fowler and Aldrlch cur- change I,) the government of Russia. Cushman, who stands
Chicago, March 6. Emma Gold- rency bills were condemned. Kmer-genc- y Gen. Norodmy arrived yesterday from everyone, is backed strongly and it
is believed he can bo prevailed upon
man, the
currency, it was declared, Washington.
"Priestess of Anarchy," spent yesterday in Chicago, snould be "issued and controlled by
Following is the notice to the to make the race if no opposition develops and none U likely to.
keeping clear of the police and rest- tho federal government." Immediate czar:
In the Fourth ward, J. T.
ing with friends. She said he was revision of the tariff was emphasized
II.
"Nicholas
the
of
Czar
Russia.
was unanimously endorsed
an American citizen and not liable to as a necessity, the "stand pat" policy
"We,
undersigned
the
representafor member of tho city council. Mr.
deportation under the law forbidding being ridiculed in terms that made
of the great
tives
people,
Russian
Mcl.uughlin Is an experienced busianarchists admission to this country. the delegates shout with laughter.
feel both abused and humiliated by ness man and his election to the city
She declared she would SJ right on
A straight declaration in opposition
n
you
the
acts
laws
which
as
and
council is most desirable.
with her plans for a big meeting here, to Asiatic immigration and a clause
of our country have wrongprominently
Dr. E. J. Alger is
but so far she has been unable to se- favoring the eight-hou- r
working day fully imposed anj illegally enforced
cure a hall, till the owners refusing were decidedly popular. So, too, were upon
mentioned for member of the school
us.
as a result of a police order that all the paragraphs favoring extension of
board from the First ward. In the
"In behalf of international Justice Second ward, R. W. Hopkins, postlicenses would be revoked in case irrigation and reclamation projects.
right
we
recognize
our
and
natural
Mi.--s
Cioldinan was permitted to speak.
was adopted with holy duty to renounce all our alleg- master and the president of the board
The platform
Assistant Chief of Polit e Schcuttler cheers and a great demonstration fol- iance
of education, has no opposition. He
to you, accu.su you
the will undoubtedly be the nominee. In
asserted today that he was not watch- lowed Mr. liryan's appearance 1n the nations of the world as abefore
common
ing Miss Ooldman.
Third ward Dr. 11. II. ltriggs apIn regard to the hall.
criminal and proclaim a new constl- - the
pears to have a solid backing and
report that she would speak in the
new
sovereignity,
tu'ion
which
and
Metropolitan hall the assistant chief
will likely be the nomiino if he will
we call 'The. United States of Rus- - accept.
D. S.
has been
said:
MEXICAN TREATY HAS
la,'
In private if she
"She can sju-nendorsed unanimously by tln Fourth
humanity
will
"Justice
be
the
and
w urd.
wants to, but if
talks in the hall
of our following accusations
we will clean it out. A permit was
BEEN COMPLETED wiinesses
When the name of J. C. Italdrldge,
in tiiis national
proclamations
and
granted for this meeting with the
one of the veteran business men of
tribunal.
ami
international
yesterday
that F.tnma Goldman was
"Respectfully submitted In behalf this city, was mentioned
at
noi to vpeak. If the owners of the
Will Sign Document of the committee of the Russian Re- - f ir city treasurer, his candidacy
No man In
once became popular.
hall violate the agreement we will
puld.can
administration.
Days
in
Is
Pew
SluiUur
to
Albuquerque Is better or more favorslop the meeting."
"IVAN NARODMY,
Ono With rranoo.
ably known and Mr. Raldridge would
"Chief
Executive
Commissioner.
be the best man obtainable to look
AM Kit
RACKR
York after
"Dated Moscow and Nd-.the city ilnances. He is known
l
RKTTKR KOAIIS
March 6. A treaty of City, Feb. o, l'.t'iti."
to every one in Albuquerque and has
General Narodrny says that this Is a reputation
Omaha, March 6. The American arbitration between tho United States
integrity and honest
car in the New York to Paris race and Mexico has been agreed upon t be commencement of a campaign dealing, thai for
desirable
makes him
g
f Columbus. Nebraska, this mornand will be signed in a few days by which will lirst bo devoted to
any
in munclpial alTaiis,
Hie young of Itu-siing.
and later for
It Is now getting into a sandy Secretary Root and Dm Jose F.
of the
particularly tli.n of tna-ure- r
country where the rains make the
acting first secretary and charge will result In force. The United States
d'affaires of Mexico in the absence of Ru.-slhas Issued $1,000,000 bonds
roads better Instead of worse.
W. W. Strong, who W;ll head
the
,m
already soil several of $1,000
The Itatlian car left Denison, Iowa, of Ambassador Creel.
is a il.-cut businessman
Narodrny
General
this morning, running over the IlliIt Is said the treaty will follow the .l nomination.
with a (lawless record and is not as- nois Central right of way. A cold same lines as the one negotiated with ay-i he expects the republic of Ruswind is rapidiy drying and freezing France and recently confirmed by the sia will redeem these bonds when
i
tney become due in 11)15.
'.he mud.
Senate.
(Continued on Pa jo live)
m
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sov-eieig-
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i
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llS

edu-aiiii-

pos-ltio-

Go-do- y,

riRK IV JAPAN
March 6. A serioui fire
this morning swept the town of Noda
Soy, a small settlement near Toklo.
Four hundred of the. l.Ooo houses in
tin- tun were destroyed and the damage id estimated at $2,Guu.00j.
Tokio.

a

a

.
The list
now tallies
with the number of bodies taken from
the ruins of the burned school building at Collinwood and the total death
list stands at 167, out of the 325 children in the school when It burned.
In many cases Identification Is Impossible and the bodies unclaimed
will be burled Monday In one common grave. The body of Miss Catherine Welller, one of the two teachers who lost their lives, was Identified
today by a dentist who filled her
teeth. The body was so 'oadly burned
that It could hardly be distinguished
from the bodies of the smaller girls.
The body of Rosetta Machnlch, a pupil in the school, was identified by
her shoes. Other bodies have been
Identified by scraps of clothing and
marks, aut there are still twenty
which will probably never be claimed.
In fully a hundred cases the funerals will be Individual. The first ot
these were held this morning and they
will continue throughout today and
tomorrow. In some Instances the funeral services were grouped with five
to ten bodies In one church at a time.
Averts a ftuilo. .
A- fire panlo
SX. Louis. March
was narrowly averted at the lty poor-houearly today by the" Coolness ot
the firemen regularly stationed there.
Inmates were
The twelve hundred
asleep when Fireman William Curran
discovered some laundry on fir in
the basement.
The night watchman started to turn
In an alarm, but was prevented by
Curran, who said that the engines
would start a panic and that he could
fight the fire himself, Ra fought. 1U,
Witn & sin all hose and was twice
driven out by the dense smoke, but
after a half hour of hard work the
The Inmates
fire was extinguished.
'
,
were not disturbed,
Children Were Cool.
New York, March t. An alarm of
fire was sent Into headquarters today
from the public school at One Hundred and Ninth street, near Broadway. The children were marched out
of the building without a panic, and
went home. The parents who rushed
to the building were prevented by the
police from clogging the exits and
were sent away.
The fire was on the top floor of the
building, which Is five stories high.
There were two thousand children In
the school, engaged In their morning
singing exercise, and when the fire
gong rang they continued singing
"America" and marched out of the
building without a sign of panic.
The fire was quickly extinguished,
after causing damage of $200 In the
room In which it started.

Cleveland, O.. March
of the missing children

-

se

PRESIDENT TAKES CHARGE
UNDER
No

RECEIVERSHIP

'limine in tioukl IUnuI Anilclpat-n- l
us RoMilt of t'liange Yrsler.

day.

Haltimoie. March 6. No changes
are anticipated in the operation of
the Western Maryland railroad, whiuh
last night was placed in the hands
of U. F. liusn, president of the road,
as receiver. He will continue to manage the company under the direction
of the court.
While It has been known to "insiders" that the corporation was running behind financially, the receiver
ship came sooner than moot of those
anticifamiliar with the company
pated, and occasioned great surprise
generally.
Resides the inability of
Inthe road to meet its
terest first mortgage bonds, due April
1, which was the lmindiate cause of
the receivership, it was further announced that the company is iiideated
an
to
for materials and supplies
amount In excess of tll'in."')", and
for
that the creditors were pressing
the payment of their claim.--, threatening court action to enforce them.
semi-annu-

sniiKi: iti:i: ki:i;s

al

i.it ai.ska

.
Seattle, Wash., March
Hundreds of men are being sent from
licie to Fairbanks. Alaska, On specially chartered vessels to be employin ihe labor war
ed as strikebreaker
curled on by tho mine operators
against the Western Federation
f

Miners.

,
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PAGE TWO

REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION
CALLED

COUNTY

IS

committee of the county a list of the
delegates selected for his precinct.
Contesting delegations. If any, snau
their credentials before the
County Republican central commit
tee for consideration no laier man
n'ninnV a m. of the day of the con
vention, when the committee will be
In sesston for said purpose.
Th following rules for the govern
ment and regulation of precinct primaries have been adopted by the ter
for
committee
ritorial Republican
the various counties In the territory:
snail
1. The county committees
fix the time and place of holding the
primary meetings In each precinct
and give six days notice thereof by
publication In some newspaper of
general circulation, published in the
county, and by posting such notices
by hand bills in six different conspic
uous places In eacn precinct.
The precinct chairman shall call
the meetings to order and preside until a chairman of the meeting shall
be elected.
t. The time fixed In all precincts
In the county, outside of Incorporated
cities, towns and villages, shall be at
10 o'clock, a. m., and the said meet
ings shall be kept open sufficient tjmefor the orderly conduct or tne dusiness before same.
3. The place of each meeting shall
be definitely located and shall be acpre
cessible- to the voters' of the
cinct.
4.
At or before the time when the
chairman of any meeting shall call
the same to order, each faction In
the precinct, if any there be, shall
select a leader to act for It upon the

NOTED OREGON

REGAINS

numv.

HEALTH

EAST

IN

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUCRQUK

"I was feeling wretchedly
that
morning, and I made up my mind to
To Meetln Albuquerque March
try the medicine. I had seen leading
physicians wrtliout number both east
18. to Select Delegates to
and west. They had been unable to
help me In the lcat. and I no more
Convention.
Territorial
bf lieved this Cooper medicine could
help me than it could bring a dead
man back to life. I really don't know
MEETING PLACES OF
why I bought It. It was like a drown- ling man clutching at a straw.
PKECINCT PRIMARIES
"To make a long story short, It druggist.
has been astonishingly successful In
my case. Today I am enjoying a
HOT SPRINGS WILL
In purouance of a resolution
sound stomach and perfect health for
central
adopted by the Republican
the first time In twenty years. I can
eat heartily without the slightest m- committee of Bernalillo county at a
BE BASE BALI MECCA
convenience Afterward. I have a fine
meeting held In Albuquerque, N. M.,
'
I
no
1).
well.
sleep
am
appetite,
and
on the second day of March, A.
longer moody and depressed and my
1908, a convention of the Republicans
by
nervousness
In
this
has entirely dlsappear- - Manager Are Securing GnmiuLs ami
of the eounty of Bernalillo
Teams W ill Trulu There lu
ed
called to be held at the city of Al
.Any man wno nas cnrouic uyspep-sl- a
buquerque on Wednesday, the 18th
liit uro.
owes it to Ills family to try this
day of March. 1908, at 10 o'clock a.
m., at the Klks' opera house, for the
medicine."
Hot Mprings, Ark., March 6. Ac
purpose of selecting 14 delegates to
In all our experience as druggists,
we have never seen anything to sur- - cording to prominent baseball men
represent the countv at the Repub
pass the famous Cooper preparations, who have visited this resort within
lican territorial convention which hag
J. II. O'RIelly Irug Co.. Second and the last few weeks, Hot Springs will
been called to meet at Silver City,
soon be the Mecca of half of the big
iiev Mexico, on the 21st day ofCentral.
Ever
March, A. 1. 1908, to select six deleleaxue teams of the country.
grates and six alternates to represent floor.
since the old Cleveland team "dis
covered" Hot Springs, this place has
5. Each leader so selected shall
the territory of New Mexico at
been looked upon as the ideal resort
the National Republican convention name one teller and one challenger.
by
which Is to be held at the city of Chi
for training baseball players. The only
6. The votes shall be taken
cago on June 16, 1908, which conven ballot and the ballots deposited In a
drawback in the past has been the
tlon at Chicago has been called to be box or other proper receptacle, and
horse racing and gambling, which
held for the purpose of nominating a shall be preserved and returned with
have lured the men from the diamond
candidate for president and vice pres- a certificate of such election, signea
to the pluces for dissipation, and now
ident of the United .States for the Re- by the chairman
that these have been wiped out base
nd secretary.
nubllcan party.
nited
ball managers all over the
7. If any vote shall be challenged
;
In conformity with the call Issued by either one of the challengers, the
States are turning enviou i yes tofor the Republican territorial con voter, whose vote is challenged, shall
ward the springs.
ventlon each county is entitled to rep be required to make a declaration in
Pittsburg has had a mortgage on
rcsentatlon at said convention to be substance and effect, as follows:
the only ball park in the place since
gave It up, and otlier
held at Silver City, on the basis of
the Clevelii-;.'.I, the undersigned, do hereby de
one delegate for each one hundred clare, that I am a legally quulinea
clubs have not had much chance to
and fifty votes or fraction over seV' voter of this precinct, and a member
break in. Detroit, however, has seenty-flv- e
votes cast for the Republi of the Republican party In the terri
cured an option on a piece of level
can candidate for delegate to con tory of New Mexico, and a supporter Castro Again Refuses to Arbl- - Japan Is Taxed to
ground on which U Is proposed to lay
(o
Limit
the
press at the last election, held No of Its principles, and I do hereby
out a diamond, and Clarke Griffith
vember, 1906.
pledge myself to support In good faith
threatens to do the same. Other club
Dispute-Litt- le
trate
American
Provide
Armament
Declares
pre
In
the various
The primaries
managers will probably follow suit In
ensuing election, the uepuoii
at
the
county
for
Bernalillo
of
clncts of the
the next few years and Hot Springs
can candidate for delegate) to Con
Y.
M.
Diplomacy.
C.
for
Chance
A.
Secretary.
delegates
as
above
the selection of
eres and the nominees of the Re
will become known throughout the
In
follow
the
be
hmeld
stated shall
publican party on the county ticket
land as the center for the dissemina
tng named place, and shall be called and
vote for such candidates.
Washington, March 6. Venzuela
Cleveland. Ohio, March 6. Japan tion of spring baseball "dope."
"
to order by the folowlng persons, re.
(Signed.)
has again declined to arbitrate the is feverishly preparing for another
apectlvely:
8.
Blanks for such declarations
Mr. John Riha of Vlnlng, la., says:
of controversy which have war, according to C. V.
Precinct No. 1. San Jose Pedro sh"il be caused to be printed and questions
Hlbbard,
I have been selling DeWitt's Kidney
lending
some
been
for
between
time
meet
Place of
Apodaca, chairman.
distributed in each precinct by the
of Die Y. M. C. A. and Bladder Pills for about a year
administration and the student
lug. house of Pedro Apodaca. Num county committee and furnished at the Castro government.
no lias just returned arter and they give better satisfaction than
"
American
This
timej"1
4.
delegates.
ber of
years spent in the brown men's any pill I ever sold.
each precinct meeting for use by the the refusal is made-- specific, with re- I have used
Precinct No. 3. Alameda Melqula voters.
myself with fine results." Sold
them
sepa- - empire.
spect
questions
of
to
the
each
of
Place
chairman.
des Martlnex.
have
9.
When such declarations
"The people
taxed al- - by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
meeting, house of M. Martinez. Num been made, the challenged vote shall rately. It was explained ut the state nios, unbearably arein being
o
the
of the
effort
presenta
today
department
the
that
2.
delegates,
ber of
government
be received and counted. All unchal
to pluce
Your laundry given to tlie WHITE
country
the
by
of
each
of
Minister
Russell
tion
Albuqe
Ranchoj
4,
de
No.
Precinct
votes shall be received with the five points In dispute with a re- - on the most formidable
military WAGONS insure you of first class
Place lenged
'Daniel Martinez, chairman..
making such declaration.
tooting." suld Hibbard. "Kvery ar- work and prompt delivery. Hubbs
of meeting, house of Nicanor Mar out10. Said declaration when so made luest for arbitration, leaves no foun senal
und navy yard In the- country Laundry Co.
dation for a future representation by
tinez. Number of delegates, 2.
be returned by the chairman Venzuela to the effect that it was Is the scene of great activity. The
Precinct No 5, Barelas Eslavlo shall
secretary of the meeting, togeth not asked to arbitrate any of the Japanese people and foreign
tiet DeWitt's Carbolized Witch
Vigil, chairman.
Place of meeting. and with the ballots,
to the secretary questions separately.
generally are aware of M."
Hazel Salve It Is good for piles. Sold
would
This
J. P. office. Number of delegates, 5 er
"Against whjl country Is Japan by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
the county committee, and shall seem to cleur up the situation
by
Precinct No. 6, Los Padillas Ne of
him until after the making it plain that diplomacy can arming?" Mr. Hlbbard was usked.-.Place be preserved by county
oomlsceno Marino, chairman.
conventions Accomplish nothing further towards
and
"Thut I do not know," he replied.
of meeting, house of Jose Marino territorial
have been held, for the use of said settling those controversies,
The same question was asked the
Number of delegates, 5.
and by the county com
In asking arbitration of the differ-- I '"'"'"try in the Diet bust week and
Precinct No. 7. San Antonio Jose conventions
may arise ences,
Place mlttees in any contestanythat
the American government has the answer wus refused. It may be
Garcia y Samora. chairman.
delegate and left open
over the election of
the question of the machin the United States. Or it may be
of meeting, house of Dario Gutierrez. shall
be permanently preserved.
no
ery or arbitration to be employed. China or even Itusdlu.
There
TUESDAY, MARCH 9!!!
.Number of delegates, 2.
count the This government would h:ive been telling. One thing is certain. is The
11. The tellers shall
Precinct No. 8, Los Griegos David votes
In
writ
certify
results
the
government
and
expects
meetwar and that
Place of
glad to have had
the controM. Perea, chairman.
chairman of the meetings versy go to The Hague. Falling In within ten years. 1 put ten years ut
ing, house of J. C. Zamora. Number Ing to the
high
receiving
delegates
the
the
and
the
outside limh us the time when
It Is believed any other duly ap
of delegates, 8.
of votes shall be declared this.
pointed tribunul would have been the country will be-- on the desired
Precinct No. 9, Ranchos da Atrltco est number
be
shall
by
and
chairman
the
elected
war
footing, keeping up the work of
Place
acceptable.
Severo Sanchez, chairman.
by the county convention
armament us It is now doing. Of
dispute
over
arose
annul
of meeting, house of Luz Sanches. recognized
The
the
as the duly elected delegate to the ment by Venezuela of the concession course, it is possible that they expect
Number of delegates, 5.
Precinct No. 10, Escobosa Pablo convention.
on the Orinoco river to an American i clash much sooner than that.
12.
The count of the votes shall named Fitzgerald.
Crespin. chairman. Place of meeting,
lit! taxes art. very heavy, yet
way,
tallying
by
In
usual
the
be
of
made
Crespin.
Number
Is little complaint
SCALE OF PRICES 1 1
house of Pablo
not nearly
For several ears the Venezuelan tht.-rpaper,
result
the
on
and
a
of
sheet
2.
so
delegates,
as
In Amerl
much
there
be
would
States
threatened
I'nlted
dictator
the
by
Precinct No. 11, Pajarlto J. Felipe when summed up shall be signedshall
and the powers of old Kurope with ca If the people were so
Place of meet- the tellers. Such tally sheets
Huboell, chairman.
out being called to account by them vv nwe real estate taxes are Very
24.00
ing, house of J. F. Hubbell. Number be returned together with the ballots, for his infringement of the common heavy, the bulk, of the revenue Is be Entire Box
and all other papers hereinbefore re law of respect due to nations ami to Ing raised by special taxes. These
of delegates, 3.
quired to be so
3.00
Precinct No. 12. Albuquerque
I can
give Single Box Seats
Individuals.
The Indlvdual who hus meet one everywhere.
13.
A certificate of election shall had
Numyou examples.
Melville Summers, chairman.
descontrolling
the
of
honor
the
3.00
be made out In accordance with such tinies of the Venezuelan
ber of delegates, 21.
h
republic
"For Instance,
of the Parquet
tally sheet and the count thereon since October 211,
Precinct No. 13, Old Albuquerque
money taken in street car fares goes
Is
of
a
mestizo
ls!t
2.00
Dress Circle
Modesto C. Ortiz, chairman. Place of and signed by the chairman and sec mixed Indian and negro blood, of to the government budget through
meeting, house of M. C. Ortiz. Num- retary of the meeting.
special
proportioned
J ou have to pay Jj a
well
tax.
stature,
but
small
2.00
14.
In cities, towns and villages with black eyes and olive complex- year to own a bicycle. 1 own a sum Flrst3 Rows Balcony
ber of delegates, 9.
Precinct No. 14. San Ignaclo Pe- which are Incorporated, the commit ion, and of a otilck and active tem- met- cottage in the mountains. It is In
1.00
Place of teB shall fix the time for holding the perament. He was born In 1S60 In an oulijlng district and is worth. Balance Balcony
dro Aranda, chairman.
meeting, house of Pedro Aranda. meetings at from 1 p. m. to 7 p. m, the small town of Capacho, state of house and all .only about $250. My
or from 5 p. m. to 9 p. m., and in Tachira, on
Number of delegates, 1.
slopes of the Andes. annual tax on it Is $4. I do pot knowPrecinct No. 22. La TIJera J. R. such cases the meeting shall be kept that Is to say,theon the frontier of Ven Just what the city rates of taxation
Carpenter, chairman. Place of meet-In- ;, open for any person claiming the
are. for our V. M. C. A. buildings,
and Colombia.
Seat Sale opens
house of J. R. Carpenter. Num- right to vote at any time during said ezuela
1K92 lu- pursued with more beinv; educational institutions, are ex
ber of delegates, 2.
hours. The hours herein provided on I'ple.sto success commercial
I
empt,
entervery
to
know
b6
but
them
JMatson's Book Store
may be extended, but they Bhall not
Precinct No. 23. Ban Antonito
store, high.
we purchased prop- prises, and ran a country
Of be lessened.
Justiniano Otero, chairman. Place
while keeping un eye on the few t ty in Toklo on which to erect
3rd
F. A. HtTRRELL.
jstetlng, house or Juan Otero. Num-"be- r
new Y. M. C. A. building. We paid
head of cattle owned by his father
Com
Republican
Central
of delegates, 2.
Chairman
decidedly Jlo.i'oo and the lax for registering
of
patriarch
a
Venezuelan
at 8 O'clock
.
.Precinct No. 2, Albuquerque Ed
mlttee.
Mormon tendencies who had more tilt-- transaction was $200. My salary
'
Place of meet- Attest:
Harsch, chairman.
as
a Y. M. C. A. secretary Is $1200 a
sixty
children.
than
ing. J. P. office. Number of deleNKSTOR MoNTOYA.
ear. of that I have to pay from
At the outbreak of the revolution
Andue-z.iii lo $bo a year
j per cent us an
of isid against President
Rafael
Precinct No. 28. Atrisco meeting
the income tax.
I'alacio, who, notwithstanding
ArmUo. chairman. Place of
KvcrylMKly
Good for
was
"H hat part of these taxes goes to
rirovislooa of the constitution,
house of J. T. Herrera. Number of
Mr. Norman R. Coulter, a promt seeking a
Castro raised tin- - government the people do not
(INK I'KKIOU MAM'F. ONLY
build
rieleeates. 4.
In
Delbert
the
nent architect
It is collected as a
prefe
armed band in bis own district know.
Precinct No. 34. Chilill Francisco
"I fully an
Inis. San Francisco, says:
cause,
I
but
course,
tax
some
tural
of
Palacio's
an.
of
esnoused
and.
the
meet-inMARCH 14
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EYE.
SATURDAY
Maldonado. chairman. Place of
endorse all that has been said
money goes for local purposes.
was booh com
Hul
house of F. Maldonado. Number Electric Bitters as a tonic medicine, falling In his efforts,
pelled to llee into Colombia, where he the great share goe.n to the govern
of delegates. 2.
It Is good for everybody. It corrects
is making
nient. The government
Precinct No. 33. Los Ounine.s Am- - stomach, liver and kidney disorders remained until 1894.
payment on its war debt and at the engagement Extraordinary
Plate In a prompt and efficient manner ana
hrnclo t'ontreras. chairman.
1 low's This?
same lime spending great sums In
of meeting, house of Ambrocio Con builds up the system." Electric BitAlbuquerque Is the only plop beWe ofrer One Hundred Oollnis tie
tln-conflict.
3.
nnv ease of Catarrh that can preparing for i
trera. Number of delegates, delegates
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s
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cnnlialU invited to take part in the viz.: Lucarlo C3ndelnrla, of tlrant,
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nrlmarles.
Cough Japanese public, incited by thu jingo Prices
X. M.; Ceorge H. Pradt, of taguna,
"We prefer Chamberlain's
JJ.OO
lu-Alternate will not be recognized X. M.; Marcellno Abren, of San Ma- r.emedy to any other for our
In terms uf Uox Seatj
pet s. interpreted
recognized
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and proxies will not be
treaty as a virtual
Rile V,'. .lues, lay, March 11.
teo. X. M.: Juan de Jesus Velasquez,
Scit
Woodbury
of tinI..
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Mr.
savs
unlet. presented by a resident of the of Orant, N. M.
uf war.
The cooler newspaFor tlie convenience of
Twining. Mich.
"It has also done
same precinct where the delegate
MAXL'EI. It. OTKKO.
us in hard colds and pers look the matter up for discus- tlicatei ko.ts mail orders when
for
work
the
Register.
elrlnir i he same resides.
by a remittance, iillfil In
croup, and we take pleasure In rec- sion, however, and in a short time
The president and secretary of each
lie onler of receipt.
war excitement subsided.
the
by
all
tale
ommending
It."
For
to
Sphs.-rlbthe
for The Citizen an! Hit
precinct ineit ng shall certify
".Never at any lime Juiing the ex- !' V. 10 LI.T sil'Sl'KXDEP.
chulrman of the Republican central the news.
distin
Hon. Shiller H. Herman.
guished statesman and legislator of
Portland, Oregon, who was recently
an eastern trip, is among those
trongly in favor of L. T. Cooper, In
the discussion over Cooper and his
medicines, which has rnged for the
ast year in cities visited by the
oung man on his educative cam- paigns, as he calls them.
Cooper was explaining his new the- nrlcs and medicines to Boston people
during the Oregonian's visit to that
city, and In a recent Interview Mr.
Herman said: "My trip east necntn- pllshed more for me than I ever be- -.
nnttillilt. It hji acttinllv been
the means of restoring my health.
While in Boston I heard a great deal
about this man Cooper am) his medl- cines, and one morning I talked with
Boston banker who told me that
he had been relieved by Cooper's
chronic
medicines after ten years'
yspepsla. For the past twenty years
I have been a fearful sufferer with
nervous dyspepsia. It has been so bad
that it all but forced me to resign
from the legislature.

VENEZUELA
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cltement was the country made unpleasant for Americans living there.
At the time of the Boxer uprising
In China there were Chinese stoned
(utslde
city streets.
on American
remarks,
slurring
of occasional
which could be understood only by
Americans having a knowledge of
the Japanese language, there was
anU
no outward manifestation of
moslty toward American residents In
Ja pan."
much
I want you to know how
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
ot
a skin disIt has cured my face
ease of almost twenty years' standing.
as
by several
I have been treated
smart physicians as we have In this
country and they did me no good, but
two boxes of this salve- has cured me.
Griffin, Troy, Ala.
Mrs. Fannie
Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all
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A NO DIRECTORS".
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W. S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
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William Mcintosh,'
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O. K. Cromwell.
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EMS'

Cn

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Slierwin-WIIllam- n
Paint Xoue
ter. Building Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sa.sli, Doors,
Etc., Etc
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Bel-

Etc,
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SUCCESS
TIIEY SAY NOTHING Sl'CCEEPS LIKE CCCE$I.
I $CP10E THIS IS Tltt'E.
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-

at

-

ltei-entl-

Tuesday, March

Elks Theatre

s,

HAVE SOME SUCCESS

WITH WHICH TO

rc

CEED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOME OHIER
THINGS. ONE OP THESE IS BRAINS, ANU ANOTHER IS SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT H
BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES TOO
IN THE
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
EVENING CITIZEN WILL CO A LONG WAY TOWARDS SUPPLYING THE DINEltO.
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Captured from the Famous Clothing Co., of Albuquerque, fJ.

at 37:c on the Dollar, by

AIL,

fa

Salvage Comp
A company of speculators incorporated under the laws of New York for the purpose of buying and selling
merchandise for prices less than the cost of raw material

The Sale of this Stock

of Merchandise Opens Saturday, March 7, at

an LJ lajin

I

NNULb hUK

I

Positively
An
L
i
f ocv,mc
- v:: : y . tne, area test sale; of its kinrl
guuu nesn
"
" nnnnrhinifw wi a
seasonaDie mercnan- ise at pnces unparalleled m the history or the mercantile world.
We cordially invite your personal inspection. Positively
no misrepresentation to effect a sale. All transactions guaranteed.
Excursion rates on railroads. Car fare returned to all pat- rons of $20.00 worth of goods, within a radius of twenty-fiv- e
miles. Below we quote only a few of the great bargains
to
be had at this great sale. Read them over carefully.
Furnishings Department
1

Large lot of Red Bandana
kind, cut to

regular

Handkerchiefs;
.

Here's what's got

10c

. .

140

Dozen Men's White Linen Handkerchiefs;
muni go for

100

Dozen lleu's White Cambric
25c quality; slaughtered to

10c quality;

Handkerchiefs;

15c and

Men's 15c and 25e Bnlbriggan Hose, in plain and fancy
Sale Price
g

l--

40 Dozen

The Famous Schloss
Brothers Make of

3

Clothing, never retailed before under $27
and $30; in all colors
styles and patterns

Suspenders
50 Dozen

'

Men's

Imperial

50c

Supender;

smashed to

34?

Men's 35c Braces; during this sale
Another lot of Men's 50c Silk Hose; you get them for.
61 Dozen

19

.

19

Shoes
All Shoes valued from $2.60 and up for

$150 and

upward.

I'rioo. Krvrr IKI'orc Heard
Stylo, and flakes.

$10.95 to

Of, In All tlio I .a text Pa turn,

735 Men'

Suits in several different shades; latest styles;
tiever sold under $8 to $10; prices cut to pieces, go
for

Designed

$398

$14.95

CHLOSS

Another lot of all Pure Wool and Worsted Suits; wholesale
at $10 to $12; go for
..
215 Suits in serges, worsteds, and cheviots;
never before
equalled under $15; go for
$7 88
A lot of extra fine Imported Woolen and Worsted Suits,
ranging in value from $15 to $20; your choice at
Ppr suit
to $10 95

Fine Clothe

$598

Overcoats

$995

what

Twayt" tZZ0U

take

In

I
(&

stock you take away for a song.

and $1.75

Pelt Hats;

lot of Men'a $2.60

All the Famous stock of

prices cut to ' pieces

08

Felt Hats.
$2.60

tor

in all shapes. $1-3and $3.00 Hats; yours
$1-6-

Uirge lot of Men's Hats; ell styles and
sold under $4 and $6; at

make; never before

$2 68

Men s Pants
About 30 Dozen pairs Men's Black Pants; valued at $1.76;
Stile Price
85l
Mens $2.00 to $2.60 Pants; must go for
95
1 Iot of all Worsted
Pants; beat thing made for work; $3.00
grade for
$1 68
1 Lot of $4.00 All
Wool Dress Pants; go for , .,
$2 48

fa

fa

Sweaters
75c to $1.00 Sweaters;

choice while they last

Clothing
At

1.60

,or

cot-or- e;

1

Overcoats
What we have

Men's

7

Large lot of Men's Fine Cotton Hose, In blue, black and
tan; 12Vic quality; cut to
5

1

Hat Department

them all beat!

Hosiery
1

1

t-

ft
ft

9 a. m.

bN DAYS ONLY

Don't miss it.

;

while they last

34t

Shirts and Underwear
100 Dni,. Men'
go for

Dress Shirts; valued at $1.00 to

$1 25;

must

21

Large lot of Men's Neglige Shirts, without collars; $1.00
and $1.25 values; during this sale for
25?
100 Dozen Men's Working Shirts, In all colors;
best of makes
never before sold under 60c and 75c, go for
39
Several dozen Men's All Wool Work Shirts, In different col- or; the regular $1.60 kind; yours for
75
1 Lot Men's $1.00 Jersey
Shirts, go for
48
210 Dozen Men's Ilalbrlggan
Underwear; all colors; 60c
quality; cut to
20
Ua..
.;.. a ju;i uar; never .oeiore heard of for less than $1.60
a suit; goes for, a garment
CO
1 Lot
of Mercerized and Silk Underwear; regular $3.00 a suit
kind; yours for per garment
1

.

Overcoats

75

Remember these are only a small portion of the values we have to offer I
...
-
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lhis mighty sale, coming as it does in the beginning of the spring season is very timely for those who find themselves in need of Clothing
Shoes
and hurnishmgs. Uont be deceived. We have covered our store with red signs. 216k SnntK 5Wnnrl Qtf
m
ailiuuHucique, iNew mex- - fafa
.
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the date and rd ace. Merchant wi:h & .1
,
,
uciwccii me nours or o ana v a. m., as the rest ot
1 time
riuui
t
Ulil""c
must be reserved tor our enormous retail trade.
IN.

P. S. N. B.

...

Our store

is

I

On;,, pc
V"'

closed and our force of salesmen are working night and day
stock and preparing for our mighty opening, dav.
iuurv: iui uic neaumg i nis is wnere you get more than a square deal.
Look!
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At The Famous Clothing Company Old Stand

Notice

exPerienceJ clerks
wanted, must be able to
speak both English and Sanish.

2VQ

So. Second, Albuquerque,

S3m

ilf

Notl'Ce

-

Fihy experienced clerks

wanted, must be able to
speak both English and Spanish.

ft
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ALBUQUERQUK CITIZEN.

KKiniY. MARCH

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST
T--

111

lXlt A IT I'M X KXTKRTAlMXtJ.
your table crvlce perfect or anywhere near perfection?
If not let
us suggest that We can supply all detlciencies In the way of china, porcelain and glassware at prices that wouldn't make sour the vi.sjige of
anyone even if he or she were looking for trouble.

is

rs

Kmrnxl a miii1-cIiander Act of Con;t-c-

i

mm tor at the Poslnfflco of AlbuqiieriiutN X. M.,
if March 3,

!".

The only IHiistrntcd dally
nieillmti of the Southwest.
ncw-imp-

thkTtiai mon-iconleading
Tlie,

DRAWING

hi New Mexico and the best

er

of the Souiliwet.
Hepiihlhun dally unit wceklv new-papadvocate of Keiiilille:in principles ami the "Sijunre leul."

T1IK AM'rorF.flQI F ( ITl.KN HAS:
The finest equipped jo!) department
The latest r'oris by Associated I'i c

In Vcw Mexico.
iiiliury New
h initl

Serrli-o-

Butternut

ION

AND
Lock for ma

Attendance Is

Promptness
Desired by the Management
in Ortfer That, Confusion
In

.

"vk ;kt thk m:vs u:si v
i

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

May

13c

STRONG BLOCK

Insist on

TAKES PLACE

riTiznx is:

;

20 per cent Discount on all Fine Furniture

oooooooooooooc

FOR

Bread

t-

Vc&y

Lel

Farming

Hot Rolls

Avoided.

und Sulky PJowe, Scotch, Steel and Disc Harrows, Cultivators; Hay
Presses, the Improved Buckeye Wiowcr the strongeet ami most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Sftudcbaher Wagons the only kind n
worth buying or having. REFAIBS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs tor our line or goods.
io

n

French Bakery

3ooh Sfiovping

j

Prices the Lowest
IZ
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GIVE US A CHANCE

ON BOND

Iil.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.

Xol

11-0-

Iliiilnary Hearing.

I.os Vegas, X. M., March B. .Judge
William J, Mills at his chambers late
Virthis afternoon, admitted
Mrs.

ginia Teitlebaum,

accused

of com

plicity with three others In the murder of he rhusband, J. H. Teitlebaum,
to ball in the sum of $4,000.
Mrs. Teitlebaum la in a delicate
condition and the action was taken
on the representation
of her attorney's,' K. C. de liaca and Judge K. V.
Long, that she should not, under the
circumstances, be subject to confine

the county jail.
Mrs. Teitlebaum waived her pre
liminary hearing before she had se
cured attorneys and claimed afterward that she did not understand
what was said to her at that time.
ment

In

HARD

m
f&k

Mrs. i'elilobauin Claims Shu
Know Slio Hail Yalve

BIO

THROUGH

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED

CHICAGO

GRANDE LUMSkH CO.

Phone 8.

WINDS BLOW

Qtt War

-

co.

Wholesalo and Retail

MAN'S WIFE

MURDERED

1

Writefor Trices and Descriptive Catalogues.

-

iii

.

1

Quality the Best

.

Mcintosh hardware

j

Sjn-lie-

implements

We especially desire to call your attention to our larcre line of Wa1kiU'r

DEALERS:

berths for Albuquerque's first annual
TRY OUR CREAM PUFFS
trade excursion will take place at the
The Republicans turned out hi good shape ln.st evening .it the primaries Commercial club this evening promptParticipation
ly
at 7:30 o'clock.
and in looking over the list of dcbir.itcs sclcc'ed to attend the city eonven-tlotonight, it appears that the right men are in the right places (mil that therein will be confined strictly to
those having certificates.
they will nominate good men for the highly important elty offices.
The best way to avoid confusion at
It is most important that tinThis Is more of the Albuquerque way.
men who conduct the affairs of the city shall be uptight, clean, honest busi- the last minute i.s to have the prelimness men. for they will no doubt he called upon to act upon sonic of the inaries well in hand at as early it date
Phone 597
202 East Central
most Important municipal affairs of thb generation and they can lo Albu- as possible and for that reason the
management looks to the members for
querque lasting good or lasting harm.
The Citizen feels certain t h. 1 the right men will be selected and that a prompt uttendance this evening. If
you are on hand at the hour named
the city administration for the next two' years will be above reproach.
and secure a location on the train
W. W. Strong'will make a fine mayor; J. C. Haldrldge, as treasurer,
friend LAND BUYERS ARRIVE
needs no stronger endorsement than his own career in Albuquerque-- , which which is distant fromyou the
particularly
Is of the highest; Harry F. Lee, as city clerk to succeed himself, has a good whose companionship
record In the same oftiee. These three men are practically the unanimous desire, you may be able to trade your
IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
other
choice of the Republicans judging from whut is heard today. The positions drawing to advantage with some yourof aldermen and of members of the city board of education will no doubt member in n like situation with
self.
be filled by men equally as good as the three mentioned.
This matter should all bo attended Tiu-- Include jZionists. Vlu Will I'ur
The men being talked of for the various positions are good citizens and
rui-nisin Xovv Colony.
to tonight and the management he
Unless the city convenwen of unquestioned standing In the community.
tion tonight, much deceives its appearance, it will rl.e to the occasion in the relieved of all care in connection
Ias Vegas, N. M., March 5. Four
with the selection of berths.
Albuquerque way ami place only the very best matciiil obtainable in
Those members also who have not private cars filled with homeseekers
already secured their caps ami badges arrived In the city from the east this
should do so at once. Both have been afternoon, tind the next two days will
on hand for several days, the former he spent by the newcomers Inspecting
CI
rit the store of M. Mandell and the lands thrown open for sale on the
latter at that of the Henham Indian mesa.
Official figures indicate that the trade balance in our favor for the Trading company. In the cases of the
All the prospective buyers are reThis Is pointed out us unprecedented. caps, early attention should be given sponsible farmers of Ohio, Indiana.
month of January was $120,000,000.
espeis
There have been whole years which did not aggregate as much. It
In order that the proper size may he Illinois, Iowa, and other states In the
It means that secured.
cially fortunate at this time and under existing conditions.
central west who are coming to this
inmore money is coming in than Is going out nnd that there should be and
portion of the country to purchase
larger and cheaper farms and expect
deed is no difficulty in having a sufficient circulating medium for all busicounty their
ness requirements.
I'nless the home market has gone to pieces so much of HURRAH FOR AMATEUR NIGHT to make San Miguel
a foreign market would indicate that there Is a demand for American made
home. There is not a speculator in
products, which is a hopeful sign for the mills and factories.
It Ls too much
the crowd.
Twenty or thirty former followers
to expect that the big balance for January will be retained and duplicated
M.
Albuquerque's
Miss
Barron,
Nina
during every month In the year.
m the
excursion
- j of IKiwie arrived
favorite,
of
unusualan
heads
the
list
have practically ly interesting
Another thing that these figures show is
from Zlon City, 111., and will buy
amateur-vaudevillattractive
and
stopped importing.
And people are not spending ther .money for luxuries
homes in or rieur the new town of
bill at the Crystal tonight, Petersburg,
made abroad, but are devoting it to pay for the necessities made at home. Miss
northeast of Ias Vegas,
recitaone
Harron
renders
of
the
The imports of mereandise fell off 32 per cent In January, while exports inWas selected and laid out by
I which
acquired
which
tions
for
she
has
creased about 9 per cent, making a difference of over 40 per cent in the bal- much local fame,
Peters of the Ziou church. He
and charmingly Il- Iieacon
ance.
expects the new town to liecome the
This is the general rule, though it has not worked out bo quickly on lustrates
It
painted
with
hand
some occasions.
There is manifest wisdom in spending American money in placques In water
of an immense colony.
colors which will center
America Just now and also In getting as much foreign money to come home be
Into
be
to
audience
thrown
the
as la possible. If most of the products bought at home are of American kept as
souvenirs.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
make and at the same time exports can be increased, it Is a substantial help
other features of exceptional inWhat is more needed now
and one which will not fall to be appreciated.
given
tonight
terest
be
to
Mr.
will
be
is a demand from somewhere which will keep Industrial plants at work. If
bert Ivtimm, a contortionist, who is
the home market is not big enough, the foreign market must be wought the said
St. I, on Is Wool Market.
to do forty-fiv- e
Incredible feats! 8l. l.ouU,
more earnestly.
.March tj. Wool steady;
of body bending, etc., and Hruno and
Dazzlo, the kid boxers, who will put unchanged.
up the comedy scrap of your life. This i
New York Metal Market.
Is promised to be the best amateur
New York, March' 6. Lead $:U15
Dill yet given at the Crystal and It
lake copper dull, 12 W 12 li,
'
Perhaps It Is true that the more deadly, the more horrible, and the has put on some good ones.
silver &&e.
Washington
says
occur,
the
Is
moving
New
It
pictures
apt
fill
to
will
that
more awesome war is made, the less
New York Money Market.
are "Living
Herald.
If such argument does fall to a rertaln extent when applied to the out the entertainment
In
tight
to
the
New York, March tj. l'rlme merwill
who
Flowera,"
most
have
beautiful, and "The
powers that Invoke war, it must appeal to those
Deaf Mutes' Mask Hall," a brand new cantile put per !iH?'a; money on cull
nank and file in such as may come In the future.
(if 2 per cent.
creum from start to finish. Ama- easy
Time was when the "pomp and circumstance of war" meant a very different thing from what It means today. "The Field of the cloth of Gold" teur nlghi at the Ciystal Is getting
t'lihwgo lrlii(v Market.
was a gorgeous and glittering event.
In the days of our revolution, and to hi1 u Weekly place of reunion. Ev;
July 93 V.
i
Wheat .May 9i
even on down to our civil war, there was much that thrilled In the waving erybody aims to get III on either t'.ie
May fill's,; July
CornWaibanners, the fife and drum, and the glory of rather elaborate uniforms.
first or second performance and the
nats May 5 b ; July (old) 45'i-Itibls gradually coming to mean more and more of a deadly business proposition manager requests that all the amaMay
.&; July S7.1 u.
these days, however, than ever before.
Fife and drum have been relegated teur night patrons arrange to attend
l'ork- - .May $12.30; July $12.62.
to the rear no Juch Inspiring picture us "The Spirit of '76" is possible under tonight as this will he the last one
laird May $7.95; July $8.17 Mi.
latter-da- y
Magazine rilies loaded with steel bullets and smoke-Jen- s for some time, only ten and twenty
conditions.
St. Idils Ss ller .Market.
jviwder have tended to lessen the patriotic thrill and excitement of the cents is charged for seats upon amanoiul-ii.a- l
St. I.ouis, March ti.
conflicts, fights in which "the whites .if the enemy's eyes teur night.
d
"game;
H.Ci.'ii 4.70.
Opposing armies nowadays
might be observed," are things of the past.
I 1:110 Musical anil Vaudeville Organis
engage in battle when miles apart.
New York Sltx-ks- .
ation Appears at the. Crystal
To our way of thinking, nothing yet Invented seems quite so horrible as
Atchison
Next Week.
It is said
the Maxims!
"silent title" lately perfected by one-othe
Preferred
The Hall Musical Comedy Co. will
"Krag." hut the noise Incto possess every "virtue" of the most
M
appear
at the Crystal theater for one N'ew York Central
ident to the release of the projectile U reduced to a faint hiss; the entire act week commencing
114
Peiiiisylv.ini:
next Monday afterof shooting being devoid of any sound necessarily audible at twenty, feet!
69
numbering Southern I'actlc
This company,
I'ail you conceive of anything more awful than the prospect of this rifle, noon.
114'i
1'ninn I'.L ilic
people, happily combines
twelve
In
out?
now
holds
practice,
approved
with
theories
conjunction
other
In
7K tj
used
Pref. rre.l
vaudeville and musical comat certain very
fiO
Uniforms are now devised that are comparatively hard to see
Amalgamated
Copper
speand offers more and belter
S0
S
near distances, and imposslblH to see at other distances still w.-- within range edy
S.
I'.
orthan any other similar
93
Dace a soldier lit this uniform, give him a "silent cialties
of the modern ritle.
Prefened
nubile. The
tenor to his enemy; a monster striking fMTfl ganization before the
rifle" and he becomes a hidc-oucompany
aro
little
the
of
star
features
supernatural
silently,
md striking
and as if with
nowhere everywhere
Kansas City Mvestoek.
Master Wilbur, but 7 years old, the
hand!
Kansas City, March 6. Cattle
and
on
earth,
greatest
violinist
child
southern
steady;
2UiMi;
't course, there is the grimly Humorous side to this question; two armies
Hall, in Receipts,
cows,
If the the Misses Myrtle and Velina dancing.
steers. $3.2.V 5.25; southern
Impartially equipped would have a hard Line doing much lighting.
Jig
anil
sand
aaul
wina
buck
feeders,
li's and were
and
Blockers
$2.75t4.0O;
men of C.eneral A'. corps were invisible to the corps of
of thV company Include $2.511 4 SO; bulls, $H. 40 it 4.50; calves,
It's being in similar condition with re- The specialties
equipped with "silent rides,"
We comedy sketches, singing and danc- $4.tiii'n U.,',0; western steers, 11.2511-5.50spect to If adversaiy h"W could anything in particular happen at all
ing, novelty work, bone solus, banjo
western cows, $ 3.00 tji 4 .50.
don't undertake to answer Our own conundrum.
solos,
face comedy and all man
steady,
2.000;
Receipts,
Sheep
Whether war be laughed or terrorized out of court, how ever, matters nor of black
inu.sical instrumental worn.
5.75; lambs, $ii.25H
Civilization
little, in the ev.-n- t it goes its bloody way lo return no more.
in the muttons. $l.75'ii
children
talented
of
number
;io; range withers, $ 5.00 "I 6.30 fed
would like to see an end to it and "invsible uniforms" coupled with "si- company are said to attract and de- ew is, $ t 75 'o 5.60.
lent lilies" may bring us to the ultimate consummation roost devoutly to be light everyone.
wished.
i
Manager Orendorff will not ullow
Re
the Crystal prices to be raised for this
Chicago.
March
presuitings
will
men
f..r
it
str'pin
It is
bv some leading tailors th
engagement, as he wishes lo keep ceipts, 'J.O'iO; strong; beeves, $4. Kilt1
Lonrage
now
in
ml the
I'aris and
vail this spring and summer, as they are
faith with hi" patrons for vaudeville II jn; tows .ind heifer.-- . 1 2.00 'o 5 oil
.ipituls in style-- , says the New later
don, ami New York is not much behind tho.-calves, $5.25i(
$ I no i 4. Ml,
on. so (he custodial y ten. twenty Texan-seamen
most
who have in
There is a class of well fcroomed
Voik I'ris'.
thirty cents will be . ha,ge,l. fiucli 7. 25; western. $4.00'.4.Vi; stinkers
and
gamblers.
I
Most
mean the
of these a show has ,ieer been seen in Albu- and feeders,
tripes;
i ei pellicular
sons .uYeei.
$2.0tl 4.90.
Tom lirmM, of all dive keepers the most dan- querque for the figures and should
gentry are good
.sheep - Receipts, ti.000; strong to
a
fairy
n.iity
us
Hungry Joe was .is
gerous,
..s a Heau Ibtiinm. II in attire.
be taken advantage of by everybody shade higher; westerns, $3.50 II 5.S5
There is not a banker or broker in New York who understands In town.
princeling.
yeat lings, r, .tit,, i;.lin, lambs, $5.5" 'n
toutThese fellows
the art of dressing as well as some of the racetrack
The II. ill company will appear every 7 nn; a ..st,
$5.5" '. 7.10.
genwear II ci..vnt. and have a kmiek of adjusting them that bewilders the
and even. tig .luring- the
afternoon
New
today
in
Yoik
1:.
s II KD V S M'1.4 I l.
w e k
tleman of culture and elim incut. Who Mis the fashions
Kv.ind.'i- I terry Will
There is no king of the dudes.
for th" young swell-- ?
niil he bill ten
The matinee pii.-cV'.
Ko,
V
id
heat-l'lis'
trop.
altogether
I.ouis
nuativii and twenty cents. l'hotogr.iph of the If.
is in tot l eclipse and Kied.be (billiard is
s''
have walked in Wall's hoes, cn'ire company are on exhibition now M.i. at.. ,,. net- pkg
Tuiler uii'-l- it
never anioiinie! 'o n.u.-'iSC
Clacgc-tt'It is
I'iekles
A
stomach killed his h.iie-eslobby.
but he wears. i No. ti hat.
Crystul
the
in
10c
pi
Muni!.
among the g ;y young blades ju-- t no.v lo llnd
e
is an It
evident that
10c
i y voti'li for the
Young Fish, who was killed itt Cuba, was th,.
M leader.
our boys' and girls' shoe- - are just 12'leaC.lied ir ui r.,.f oyster.I
c
per I'ku
ti:,.in
feature, line
line
kingship--youngster of line brc,-.!iiTheir merits
as good as they look
I lc
ih.i .s tre.-- k fast K
I'et
Tiler.- w is not are many, but style and fit are eviline deviltry, line courage, line .stature an I ti".c in, lifter. n e.
5c
S ,v ,..
I'm. it. .i s. per call
met I,, seldom contab in dent.
S. vci.il of h.s a Imin-rhid like in all Manhattan.
The wear is there, although
- ib.
5c
11,111
;,ktr of
and Hroalwiy high' bet',.,, last and you can not see it. Take our wold
a hop house mar FoCy-secm- d
Kag'e - 'I milk
I'c
Some wagers were made .. .stripe.
diacii.-- eil
fashions.
the pr'-nfor it now mid next time you won't
211,'
l
,st utll
youths ilelerm ined to make a test of courage. Anybody eoubl wear ii.e, it. Prices run from Jinn to I.
tl
25c
cans of sardines
Jail; hut
.',0.
the horizontal stripes in Jail; and ail could wear the vertical out of
C. May's Shoe Store, :m West
2 cms ,,f mushrooms
i in,, in
45c
the Central avenue.
was any one biave cimustht to weir In- horizontal out of jail'.'
5c
can of Van llnuten's Cocfru
in
party bit IMm against $1,000 Ilia; lie ,would within two mont'i.- - app,-.i- r
$1.25
Our standard Is donic.sU,. finish. If liih ,.i;ent flour
Jiroudway in a
of horizontal stripe.--- strolling from Forty evcnlh street
mazi:
ou want the high polish tell M; we
down to Koiiiietiitti on he ca-- i slj. of Ibe thormighfjie and bark agiln to
VM. Kll lit:,
do that, to. Jlubbs Luundry Co.
on the west ti le.
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Largest and Most Complete' line Ever Shown in This City

Every Morning at 7
O'clock.

in.' move The t'itizen call? attention lo the fact that the drawing for

-J

M

lsl

i

IHore of tfis CIC&uquerque Way

100.

H.
STRONG
F.
FURNITURE, RUGS, ETC,

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico
health, recreation,
sport
or observation you will like The Valley Haneh, at Pecos, N. M. EveryMexico.
New
of
Albuquerque,
By the Citizen Publishing Company
you
body does, and the reasons is obvious.
find typical ranch life
There
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
with the privations cut out.
no
loaf,
one will bother you.
They
and
shoot, fish, trap, or Just simply
WILLIAM F. BROGAN have everything you could need on such nn outing, from cattle and
W. S. STRICKLER
your
disposal.
scenery,
easy
Most picturesque
to
chairs, and all at
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
beautiful roans and paths, near or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
and
best
of
last
all, a Jolly good crowd
cabins or houses, tine board and
ladles and gentlemen.
AMI YOU (ANT SIT.M) MCM'.i: TIIW MXK HOI.UltS A WK.F.K.
BCBSCIIIPTION HATES
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
$5.00 Hunch, l'ecos, N. M.
Om jmr by mall hi itiWann
M
One month by mnil
0
Oa month by carrier within city limit

.

A

telephone
The
preserve
your health, prolongs your llf
and protects your home.

TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OtX3sX3X)OsX3sKsO

Tears lovtn

and

iMUiiim. )

lhuiiugcw

uml

Tri-- s

ni-k-

Chicago, March 6. The highest
March wind In Chicago for thirty
years commenced early today and
wrought much havoc in the downtown district.
The gale, which at
times reached a velocity of 55 miles,
blew down chimneys and smashed
sevviul store fronts hi the business
section.
In the suburb of Gage Park, which
la flooded with witter as a result of
the rapid thaw in the past few days,
the wind drove the water into waves,
which rolled Into the first floors of
residences, driving the tenants to t'ae
second stories. Much damage was reported to trees and shrubbery In and
about Logan Square, in the northwestern part of the city. A heavy
iron smokestack at the C.rand Pacific
hotel was blown over, the plates
crashing-oveinto an alley.
One man was seriously Injured.
r
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Montezuma Grocery
COPPER

Imported

and

and

Domestic

Liquor Co.

&

THIRD

Groceries

Trade Solicited
Call, Thone or Send for

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Solicitor

Phone 1029

Of00OfX20040

ttf Simpier Clark
SHOE CO.

The Aztec
Fuel Co.

next
door to posromcc
Guarantee shoe; satisfaction in

t. Mclaughlin

ad-

vance.

President
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silting wagon. Address W.
Car.' Cit'uen office.
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2000 pounds
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Ladies' Tailor
622 West TIJeras

Ave.

Don't Forget The

F. TOMEI & BRO.

ALBUQUERQUE
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Best Gallup
Lump Coal

I'liknowii ITieiul Writes Letter, Tell
il
ing; II III! to 1U) C4trtful
1
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I'IKST AM) MAUJiLK
1MIOXK 251

rMiii:u. can
i. ii. cox. Tin:
mi;m tiivt oi.i iiosi;. tut si ll
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Liquors

Ture Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Hottle or Case, Farnily

j.

Uu, Cruces, N. M., March 6. An
anonymous letter, printed on cheap
paper with a lead pencil and mailed
was
received
in t'A I'aso Tuesday,
Wednesday by Dudley Curett. the son
of l'at Carrell, who was killed last
Saturday. The letter stated that the
son would be shot ius was the father.
It stated that It wius written by a
friend of tho family and eulogized the
Hanging without trial
elder Garrett.
la what l'razel should get,'' said the
letter und it stated that Carrett was
shot from the hack by Hrazcl, while
another man shot from the front. The
letter hu.s been turned over to the
officers.
The funeral of Pal C.atrett was held
yesterday at 2 o'clock, and was largely attended.
John and Alfred Carrett, his brothers, arrived yesterday
morning from llaynesv tile, La.
llra.ii. who was released on bond
Wednesday, ha.s none M Ins ranch
near Organ.
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formed, consisting of tho Grand Lodge

IT OurJustFitstReceived
Invoice of
Assttcd
Go Carts

W. B.

PASSES
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nn,l we have more In
transit find
when all in we will have sotnnthinn
everyone's pocket honk.
In please
Prices from $2.50 up. We have the
Hiyivo'xl - AMwin line. Don't full to
s.'i! them before buying. See window
K-

iliFpliy this week.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West end Viaduct.
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CIDERS
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T

Distinguished Lawyer and
Politician Is Burled In Falr- vlcw Cemetery Amid Impressive Scenes. Business Suspended and
Crowds Witness
Closing Acts.
that was mortal of the iate
William H. Childcis was laid at ret
in Fairview cenieteiy this afternoon,
attended with solemn funeral rites
and amid impressive surroundings.
Not in many years has an event occurred in Albuquerque which lias so
stirred the community and never has
there been a greHter outpouring of
its citizens In honor of one of its departed members.
In answer to the proclamation of
Mayor Frank McKee. Issued yesterday, all of the public and much of
the private business of the city was
.suspended at noon and soon afterward those who desired to be present
a.'1 the service in Masonic hall began
to repair toward the place of meeting.
As had been anticipated the lodge
room proved far too small to accommodate those who sought admission.
The ceremonies began with a private service at the house, at which
the family and a number of their intimate friends were present.
They
consisted of the customary Episcopal
ritual and were conducted by the lit.
Hev. Uishop Kendrick and Kev. J.
Fletcher Cook.
immediately after their conclusion
the remains were removed to Masonic hall, where they were taken in
charge by the Grand Lodge, A. F.
and A. M of New Mexico, and the
solemn Masonic rites were inaugurated.
The body of Mr. Childers reposed
in
u massive state casket covered
with black broadcloth, the trimmings
being of ebony and silver. The plate
of similar design bore the simple inscription, "William B. Childers." Over
its foot reposed a Masonic apron richly embroidered and picked out with
gold thread.
Moral Offerings.
Grouped about the remains and
banked against the platform was a
lavish display of floral offerings, the
gifts of sorrowing friends and relatives.
The follnw'ng is a partial list
of them:
Set Pieces.
Hroken column, from Grand Lodge

thlrty'SIr

uniform. Following them
wns a long detail of carriage hearing the relatives and friends of the
family. The Masonic body proceeded
on foot to Walter street, where they
were provided with vehicles In w hich
they were conveyed to the Childers
family plot In Fairview cemetery.
Tlo're the remains were Interred,
1'loHliiff Semes.
The last sad rites attendant upon
the disposal of the remains were conducted along Masonic llne and resembled the entire program in
and solemnity. They
closed with the ritualistic chant, "Go
to Thy Best in Peace," by the Masonic quartet.
The following gentlemen acted as
bearers, all of them past grand
of the Grand Lodge: H. IT.
Kent, E.
Stover, Dr. J. II. Wroth,
J. G. Fitch. A. H. Harllee and G W.
Ward.
The honorary hearers were past
eminent commanders of Pilgrim lodge
N'i. .1. K. T. They were A. K. Walker. M. W. Flournoy, Arthur Evoritt.
J ilin P.orradaile, Frank McKee and
W. P. Fox.
Knight

In

com-niand-

All

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exactingever enacted.

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

READ
LOOK
HURRY

.

We will continue our sale of Navajo Blankets a
short time longer and in order to keep up the assortment and make the display interesting we have
added a number of choice patterns from our selected stock. All to go at 2 price, this is a boni-fid- e
bargain sale as they must be sold.
1--

..!.

STRONG

REPUBLICAN

TICKET ASSURED

flPtlT

WASHING

SKIRI

SILK

IH

FIRE
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J. II. O Rlclly Residence in
Two Children
Flames
Have Narrow Escape.

in

minimi

in uni

North Ninth street, Ht 2 o'clock this
Two children came near
afternoon.
bring burned and Mrs. o'Uielly took
a desperate chance at having lier
by
running
clothing set on fire
through the flames to get to a small
hose to save tho destruction of the
house. She escaped unhurt and the
house Is damaged only to the extent
of a few hundred dollars. The house
is owned by the Surety Investment
company and thought to be fully insured. Considerable damage was done
to the furniture and house fixtures
owned by Mr. O'Uielly, which is also
covered by insurance.
"1 whs rubbing on the skirt in n
tub of gasoline on the back porch."

109 North First St.
n
Store
Look for our
Sign-India-

CALLS SPECIAL
FOR

SEWER

ELECTION
BOND

FRANK

ISSUE

Council I'aM'M tmliiuiJicv at Session

B. LIGHT GOES

TO OXFORD

UNIVERSITY

Silver Oily Student Will

iU"l'

AiU-riioo-

lk-mt- it

ScliolarwIUp.

Frank It. Light of .Silver City, now
a student at the University of New
Mexico, will go to Oxford university,
Knglund, next fall for a three yeurs'
course as the representative student
of New Mexico under the term of
the It nudes scholarship.
This decision was made yesterday
by
the
faculty committee having tho matter
In charge.
Mr. Light and Hugh Kryun, the son
of K. W. IX liryun, of Albuquerque,
were the two successful candidates
as a result of the examination held
recently.
Mr. liryan is under
the
age prescribed by the terms uf the
Uhodes gift and for tiiis reason was
Hot eligible to enter the university
this year. He will not have to pass,
another examination, but will bo a
candidate fur the scholarship
two
years from now.
Mr. Light was required to eubniil
documents showing hi.- popularity as
a student, hia leadership in student
bodies, 'athletic achievements,
good
No. 10S West ;old
'liadick &
moral character, etc., all tending to
avenue.
K. 11 nun-T'l'r- .l show him to be a representative stuThird ward -- I'ftice
street dent of the territory. These were enbar. couthi a- corner
tirely satisfactory to tho faculty comand lold avenue
fur
e
of mittee which ii eommernW him
of
Fourth u aril ' uY'.-the ivhrdarship.
in
He will
the l'eace Heurne K. "rjlt, No. 1T4 llie fall.
South Third street.
l
ill of
the
At which
Cure a Cold in One Da-,- .
authorizing tin- lxii.iuef of four Iiun- - TakeToIAXATIVU
y'uinine
doila rs of Taoot-- . lrugg.sts liKCMO money
dred thousand (1".f""i
it
refund
bonds Of the city of lbuUer.Ue, New it f ills to cure. K. V. C, l;i jVK'S
Mexico, to pay the costs of the con- signature Is un each box. 2br.
struction of sew ei s in said c:ty, will
Twenty jx-- r win off on others' pricbe submitted tothe qualified elector
of said city, who are owner of real es Is not us el leap as our ncl cn.--h
nn't and will not lie unor personal property subject to taxa- prill s.
dersold. Ilvcrylliin
to furnish the
tion within the city of Albuquerque.
or payments.
Finn-liIn witness whereof I have hereunto house,
I nrnitiirc
Co.,
ntvt end viaduct.
iet my hand anil caused the corporate
seal of the said city to be afllxcd 'his
HOUGH DKV.
6th diiy of March. A. P. 190S.
Ho you know what tht means? If ties.
(Seal
FRANK M'KKK,
Body llsooited to Vinelci-- .
not
our drivers to explain it to
Mayor.
Attest:
At the close of the service at MaTill
IMl'lItIM, I.VlMHtV (OMI'AXV, sonic hall the funeral procession was
HAliP.Y I". I.KK, City Clci k.
special session of the eity
council held yesterday afternoon the
ordinance providing for an election
on the sewer bond proposition was
passed and Mayor McKee Issued a
proclamation calling the special election for April 7. It is proposed to
in tho sum of $100,000,
Lnsue bond
bearing 5 per cent interest. They ure
to be of $1,000 denomination.
The mayor's proclamation follows:
Proclamation.
I, Frank McKee, mayor of thn city
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, by authority of the city council, hereby proclaim that an election will be held in
the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
on Tuesday, April 7, 190S, between
the hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6
o'clock p. in. of said day, lit the following polling places:
First ward I'lty polb'o hall on
North Second street.
if Churle.1
ifli
waul
Second
At

a

(Continued from Pose One.

sedated with any political faction.

He is the right sort of a mini to head
a business administration
and will
run his office along business lines.
Harry F. Lee, who is the popular
choice for city clerk, will succeed
himself In the office. He is a young
man of ability mid whose administration of the affairs of the ofllce. is a
record for faithful attention to duty.
U is as good an endorsement
as he

could have.
The delegates selected by the primaries for the city convention are
as follows by wards;
First Wurd E. J. Alger. E. C.
Allen. M. E. Hickey, P. Hanley, B.
ltuppe, II. A. Sleyster. C. 1). GotT, A.
E. Walker, H. L. Washburn, Bev. H.
A. Cooper.
F. L. Pearce. Juan Bar-ioA.
W. Haydeti,
A.
Montoya,
Fred Heyn.
A.
Ward D
rortertlcld.
H. B. Bay. Ed. B. Ilarsch, F. L. M- iSpadden. D. 11. Boatrlght,
C.
J.
Clark, F. G. Pratt, H. P. Mohn, H S.
Lithgow, H. F. Haynolds,
F. D.
Woodford. F. H. Heth, George P.
Learnard, W. W. Kalph, John W.
n.

Wilson.

Matson. W. M.
it. Craig. B. II.
Frank A. Hubbell,
Thomas N. Wilkerson. ,lohn Boith-dailC. o. Cushman.W. H. Sahin,
Uollins, Otto
Antonio Chaves, J.
Dicckman. J. A.. Hub.bs. lsldro SanO. A.

McDonald,
George
Briggs. B. H. Ives,

e,

doval.
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Upholstered

Farnittire

Parlor Furniture and Turkish
Rockers and Leather Chairs.
All new and

croods.

te

COME AND SEE US

Si

ALBERT FABER IS

0oOO4OCIOOC0 000X)000OtK3000r
The Fitting of Glasses
Is My Specialty.
It has required years for me pt
learn' what I know of human
eyes and their needs, and I guarantee to relieve tlie nuwt obstinate
troubles duo to eye strain.

to

Cam cs, Oph.

C. H.

five-gallo- n

keep
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Hne lsalcl Promised
in Mississippi Yullcy.

lOndors

I

.a ml

Winnipeg, Man., March 6. Ten
thousand stalwart men and fair womclad In the costume popularly
supposed to have been affected by
Adam and Eve before the tall, will
form a .spectacle that may shock the
eyes of the people of the Mississippi
valley this spring.
This army clothed In Innocence and
nothing else, will be composed of the
Doukobors, the religious fanatics who
were settled ill the western Canadian
provinces by the Dominion government several yeais ago. The leaders
have announced that the promised
land lies to the south, in the valley of
the Mississippi, and already preparations are being made by the faithful
for the great, pilgrimage.
Owing to the proclivities of the
Doukhobors to cast off their clothing,
always scant, whenever the climate
ill allow, and to depend for sustenance upon God and the people
through whose territory they march,
the I'nited States authorities will likely have much trouble In inducing the
fanatics to comply with the laws of
til- - land.
.
en,
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207 Wert Gold
Room, Prompt, Courteous Service,
.Music While You Eat, Number I Meals

Large,

W

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper

NAVY

GRAFT

CHARGES

Spcjikcr Apisdiils Conililillet' to Make
lieport us SH'cdily as Possible,
Washington,
March 6. Without
discussion or division the House t- -day adopted a resolution brought in
by the committee ou rules, providing
for the appointment of a committee
to investigate the charges made by
Congressman Lilb-- that the Electric
Boat company of New Jersey had engaged in an effort to corruptly influence a member of the House.
The speaker appointed a committee and directed it to leport a.s speed-il.as
piis.-ibi-

e.

i komagi: itm sai.i:.
kii.i:oi
We have some railroad frontage

propei ty f,.r sale at u sacrifice near
the Crystal b e companv plant. John
.M.

ii.. ore

'

lt-a- ty

'

The Oxford Hotel
T1IK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN THE CITY

r.

li'ltleiiy

i

Co.

Family rough dry work Is one of
our fads. We do good work and
on time. Ilubbs Ijiuiidry Co.
de-lit-

SulisorilK'
tllC IICMi.

for Tlie Citizen and gel

SOUS, Proprietor

ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

AUTOMOBILE

MEALS

Bl'IU;LVH.S SHOOT WAiX'HMAM
Brighton, Colo., March 6. Dell Ellis, the night watchman of the town,
was shot and killed last night by
three burglars, whom he surprised
when they were attempting to enter
..
the Farmers' State bank and the
The burglars escaped on a
freight train.
post-office-

Automobiles for rent by tha
or hour in and about the city.
Parties holding special reund trip
ticket to Estancla and return may
exchange them for hourly service
In the city or other points.
For further Information
at the General Ticket office
and garage, 40S W. Copper aye.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

dy

Columbus Hotel

la-qu- ire
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the same service
out of some
other make

for bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and
Clothing,
Sx-clal-
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Reliable

Tf til

nilliu;
$1..0 hi
tolil eiliim
I'mIiiIcsm Ktiruiting ....aot
woi'.K Ar.soi.rn:i.v
AXTFEI).

Dentist

i$8
;c.i-

-I II-
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oiIht coiii;iii.v on
roiul.

I'lis

Trivial
cry iil'lcmoo,, nl a.
Price lu uikI am'.
:tt-

Full Sol of
(Void

AM

Grant Watkins & Co.
Skt'll-lic-

a

i

MiihIimhii

Itanjo mill Hour

Consult

.

(

1

I'lfsi'iitin

The Minstrel Wingates

Plumbing, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work

',E. Central

illtii

The Famous Hall Family

i'oo

Allen & Yickrey
207

Chllil

knmvii World. mi,

oJJ coats...,

men's odd vests
Men's shoes, large sizes
Heavy tin wash basins
3
pnrkngps figs
Itaiu-est?, doz
fiiV tea, lb
,

Master Wilbur

13
- ft

lot of men's

A lot of

Hall's Musical
Comedy Company
Tlie

Clean Light Duiable
Guaranteed Waterproof
and Sold everywhere
ot

,T

.

Week Commencing

THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
ii the man who
has tried to get

CAsh BUYERS' UNlOPt

CRYSTAL THEATRE

MOKE.

THE FISH BRAND SLICKER

COMPANY

point.

See our window display of
Mils week. BlggOHt stock mid lowest
devoks
pries. I'liirollc I'nrnliiirc Co.
One (iallon Covers HOO Square Fer
PAUMETTO HOOK PAINT
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
l.caku,
Ho
Year.
ai ts gently yet promptly on the bowels, and allays inflammation at the
same time. It Is pleasant to take.
406 Watt Raihotd Mwnot
Sold by J. H. O'Uielly ft Co.

lluhlw laundry

A

Automobile dally to points tn
the Estancla Valley. Special cara
to Golden, San Pedro and other

New-mann-

e

11

North Second

114-11- 6

Rates Reasonable

'

W'i't's Lilt e E. i:'v Biscis, small,
safe, sine little jiv.-ii'.. Sold by J

Breakfast ........ 6 to 9
25c
12 to 2
Dinner
35c
5:30 to 7:30
Supper.
35c
MRS. M. r. mreJV9, Proprlotre

.

Co.

West Central,
PHONE 452.

114

The Home Restaurant

Charged
March
of Jewels valued at
$:!0,)OU from one of
her wealthy
friends. Mrs.' Jeannette Newiiiann,
MYERS A
M.
who lives at the Stratford house In
this city, wiis locked up at police
headquarters today. The police say
Mrs, Newmann has made a full con- OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
fession, saying she was actuated by
thf deslro to keep her young son at
a private school ami to maintain her
social position.
HKKT
The Jewels, were owned by Mrs.
Evelyn Belt, who began to miss her
's
Jewelry after each of Mrs.
calls, and reported the matIN CITY
ter to the police.

Our work N best,

INVESTIGATE

D.

0000900000C00 000000CO000CJfXi

Son in Sehool.

New
York.
with the theft

SOUTHWARD

MARCH
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Bennett Curio Co.
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l V u a special cash clis-- "
count of 20 per cent mi all
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Fourth Ward George Arnot. J. T.
Mclaughlin, A. B. SHroup, Alfred WOMAN STOLE JEWELS
Shrlners' emblem, Hallut Abyad Grunsfeld, W. g. Strlckler. W. H.
temple.
Iouls liiglee, Charles F.
Keystone, Kio Grande chapter No. Springer,
TO MAINTAIN POSITION
Wade. O. S. Klock. K. W. Dobson.
4.
G. W. Harrison, W. N. Goodwin, W.
Oro.ss
and crown, Commandery G. Hope. Milo EwiiMiD. 8. ftosen-walKnights Templar.
f
Square and compass. Temple lodge
Took Valuable
From Friends to

Pillow, 'Bernalillo County Bar.
Wreath,
M. A. Otero.
Wreath, mayor and common council.
Cross. Mrs. N. T. Armijo.
Bouquets and Sprays of Howes. Carnations ,(:! s and Other t ut
I'lou ers.
Freshman class of the high school,
Mrs. Ainailo Chaves, Mrs. Craig. Mrs.
B. Spitz, Mrs.
Judge Abbott,
Dr. George W. Harrison, Frank Wilson. George 1'ampfielil, Simon Stern,
Noa
Ilfeld, Harry Lee, Summers
Burkluirt, George L. Brooks, the Elks,
F. H. Kent. Mrs. Mary Medler, May-nar- d
Gunsel, II. B. Ferguson, Alf
Grunsfeld, L. Ilfeld, Dr. J. It. Cutter,
A. G. Wells, Mrs. Willey, N. H. Field,
Hoy iitamm, ltay B. Stamm, J. T. McLaughlin, U. W. D. Bryan, W. J.
Johnson, W. P. Johnson, J. E. Coffin,
Dr. E. J. Alger, W. S. Strlckler, II. E.
Fox and I. 33. Koch.
Others who contributed flowers Included John W. Poe, E. A. Cahoon,
A. N. Pratt, James W. Wilson, T. A.
Hubbell, Edward Medler, Dr. Pierce,
Ernest Myers and The Citizen Publishing company.
SertleCN at Masonle Hull.
The services at Masonic hall were
under the auspices of the Grand
Lodge of New Mexico convened for
first time In its history for
similar
purpose. They were presided over by
Grand Master J. W. Wilson, the eulo
gy being delivered by Chief Justice
J. W. Mills.
Kev. J. Fletcher Cook
of the Episcopal church also took part
In the ceremonies as did also the Masonic quartet, consisting of I). It.
P. McCul'.am. Harrv Billiard
and T. V. M.iyiiard. Mrs. i. 1.
accompanied them on the piano and at the close rendered with
great feeling Mendelssohn's funeral
march. Among the selections offered
by the quartet were ' Iteinemoer .Vow
Thy Creator," by A. J. Holden. and
"Go to Thy Best in Peace," by Dudley Murk.
It is safe to
that no
service ever held In Albuquerque was
accompanied with so much genuine
feeling and that the ini pi i .in i, ft
in tlie minds of those pioe.nt
wi
long bo retained.
Men Present.
In tile ail. Hence which
at
the M.isoiiic hall to pay the last tribute of respect and affection were men
distinguished in every walk of life.
not only from Albuquerque but from
the entire territory and the country at
large. They included members of the
legis'atiiie, the mayor and common
council of the city of Albuquerque in
a body, the Bar association of Bernalillo county, Judges of the various
courts. prominent
attorneys
from
nbroad and fraternity men of every
kind and degree In addition to the
members of the Grand Lodge, all of
whom are men of standing and reputation In their respective communi-

mi n

msSI

'5

of New Mexico.

Store open from 9 to 12 a. m.
and from 2 to 5 p. m.

n

Too violent rubbing of a silk skirt
in a tub of gasoline caused what
might have been a very serious fire
at the home of J. H. o'Uielly,

Statndridge, f23 West Central
nue, but who has been doing light
work at the O'Uielly residence and
taking care of tho buby. "I felt tlie
flames flickering about my feet, and
when 1 looked down the whole thing
was in a blaze.
I screamed and the
baby, who was standing a few feet
away, screamed. I took the baby in
my arms and ran through the front
of the house."
Mrs. O'Uielly was upstairs resting
when she heard the children scream.
When she ran downstairs the porch
was full of flames and a small stream
of blazing oil was lending toward a
can of gasolne, which
stood on the porch. Ueallsdng thut
for the flames to reach that can
meant disaster, she ran through the
flames, Into the back yard of the
house, where she attached a small
hose to a hydrant and managed to
keep the fire In check till the arrival
of the fire department.
Mr. O'Uielly was down town when
He had left home
the fire started.
but a few minutes before to attend the
Childers funeral, but remembering
something on the way down that he
wished to tell Mrs. O'Uielly. he
stepped into the ltuppe drug store to
telephone. Central told him his residence was on fire and' he hurried
home.
Mr. O'Uielly said after the fire was
out that he did not think that Mrs,
O'Uielly would suffer any ill effects
from tne fire.
Owen Medley, the little girl who
was doing the washing, suffered slight
burins on each wrist.
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SPECIAL SALE

BAD
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Owen Medley, who
.said
lives with her stepmother, Mrs. W. L.
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WILL INSTALL
GIANT GOLD
DREDGE
Is Expected to Handle 2.000
Cubic Yards Dally Mining
Activity Begins with Spring.
Nov., March
MininH
S.
men throughout this section arc taking a vrrj' hopeful view of the present financial situation. not only 11?
liut ,ilo
regards the motal marki-ij- ,
In the matter "f the development of
new anil promising properties. Gold,
however. being the rhief product of
this camp, the fluctuation. of the inet-n- l
markets excite but comparatively
little interest here. A recent engineer's report on the Quartette Extension property furnishes' an rumple
of the hopeful feeling prevailing, together with the reasons for the same.
The report states that this property
undoubtedly contains the extension of
the richest and greatest known vein
of the camp, the famous Quartette
vein, which Is yielding Its owners ore
ton.
that averages about $28 to thereturn
with frequent shipments that
tiundredsof dollars per ton. The work
of the Extension company Is making
rapid progress, and the crosscut at the
son-folevel Is expected to yield
very significant results.
6

ot

Ixyivcs
mii Profit.
Cheyenne, Wyo., March 6. It has
been announced that the giant gold
dredge shortly to be Installed on the
Douglas Creek grounds by the American Gold Placer company will be capable of handling 2,000 cubic yarda ex-of
jrravel dally at an average cost not
ceeding 8 cent per yard. This would
leave a net profit of 92 cent per yarn",
and on each day's run the net profit
would amount to over $1,800. The
company's tract totals 1,280 acres,
which should furnish a lucrative Held
of operations for a good number Ac-of
dredges for an indefinite period.
cording to the best recognized authorithe property,
ties who have examined gravels
along
the gold value In the
the creek bottom run as high as $580
lo the ton.

area of these concessions waj recently
much enlarged by action of the Parliament. Mr. Thompson slates that the
Stewart Klver valley offer probably
the best field for dredging operations
that Is now known In the Yukon Territory. The gravels are small, but
the boulders are few. and the ground
As reis to n large extent thawed.
gards power for operating the company's dredges. It Is undoubtedly sufficient. If It can be utilized, to produce
operation
electricity for the low-coof a large number of "gold ships."
It lias been announced that the company's first dredgo Is promised by the
Itlsdon Iron Works for June delivery.
Former Governor William Ogilvle of
the Yukon Territory Is the president
of the dredging company.
r.ncoiirafriiift n'wri.
Denver, Colo.. March 6. Most encouraging reports are being received
here regarding the business anil min
ing outlook at Cripple Creek, and
Denver capitalists are naturally much
pleased over the situation. Mr. Charles
C.
Tinker, agent for the DuPont
Powder Works, with headquarter at
Denver, has recently been touring ex
tensively among the great camps of
the west, and states that Cripple
Creek is the equal of any of them.
The DuPont people are in a position
to keep In close touch with this matter, and the volume of their Cripple
Creek business furnishes rather convincing evidence on the subject. The
rates and treatment
lower freight
charges lately established are proving
a decided stimulus, especially to t.ie
newer developing companies. As an
instance of this fact, it is pointed out
that the management of the Deimo-nlcgold mine, one of the former
Stratton properties Is now preparing
to carry down the shaft with all poslevel, at
sible speed to the 1000-foabout which depth the producing
mines of the camp have been fllndlng
their richest and most abundant ore.
Are, Working Steadily.
Dulse. Idaho, March 6. Superintendent .Robert McKlnley, In his first
annual report to the stockholders of
the McKlnley Gold Mines company,
g
states that three separate
ledges have already been cut by
the tunnel now being run Into Jupiter
In addition, numerous
mountain.
smaller ledge stringers have been encountered, all showing gold values,
witn a marked increase of value In
comparison with the surface proportions.
That these ledges are "pay
rock" Is demonstrated by the late assays and measurements taken by the
Deputy United States Mineral Surveyor of the district, the values running well above the maximum operating cost per ton. The ledges yet to
be cut are even more promising, having yielded surprisingly high assays
at the surface. These ledges are to
be penetrated by the tunnel at a
depth of from 600 to 1,200 feet. Work
on this tunnel is being pushed forward
steadily at the rate of eight or nine
feet daily.
o

gold-bearin-

Cured of Colds and Croup by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
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high-grad-

Qt oss Kelly &
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SECRETS
Disclosures Possible In Special Message Urging a
Better Equipped Navy.
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Grocers
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C. BOWDEN.

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

-

ROOSEVELT MAY

marc-i- t

Wholesale

m. .JV in

Gen. V. Bowden, of Little Rock, Ark., has used Chamlerlain'fl Conpth
Reiue.ly in his family for many years, and is seldom without it in the
house. He says: ""Chamberlain's CotiRh Remedy has proved a great
relief to our lxys in their throat and lnnff troubles. A few doses of it will
ward off a threatened attack of croup, and a bad cold is quickly cured by
its nsp. I take, pleasure in recommending- it." The prompt cures of colds
mid crnnps effected by this preparation, the fact that it can always be depended ujKin, is pleasant to take and contains no opium, chloroform or
other objectionable drug--, has made it a favorite with the parents of yonnjr
children. When von have A cough or cold, try it and see for yonrself what
an excellent medicine it is. Price, 25 cents. Large size, 50 cents.

Washington, March 6. If Presi
dent Roosevelt sends a message to
Congress urging that reconsideration
Denver. Colo., March 6. The silver
be given the battleship building proproduction for Colorado for 1907, according to the latest and most reliable
gram and that four ships be authoriestimates, amounted to $11,648,156.
zed instead of two, the message will
Tnle state's total silver output up to
be sent because
Mr. Roosevelt beWill InMlull Mill.
January 1st, 1908, was $412,000,000.
Breckenridge, Colo., March 6. A lieves the ships are a necessity. War
Ne ii mall portion of this magnificent
of $200,000 In gold was late- clouds disappear bofore the breeze of
um l credited to the now famous clean-u- p
Montezuma district, whose renewed ly reported by the Reliance Dredging preparation,
'No one has ever been able to find
activity
f the last few month has company as having been made during
This company is out definitely just whit was In the
been attracting a large share of at- the past season.
and certain
tention of Investors and of the mining operating in the gulch Just below the minds of the presidentgovernment
on
Wellington estate. It is the purpose high officials of the
trees. A number of first class properties have been carrying forward act- of the Wellington management to cut the matter of recent efforts at naval
Into the continuation of the Identical preparedness. In every one of his
ive development operations throughout the winter and should be in ex- ledge which has already proven such speeches, and in some of his letters.
cellent shape for heavy production good pay to the dredge operators. Mr. Roosevelt urged a greater navy,
of not a greater navy in the future, but
ven before the coming of the improv- Arrangements for the Installation
ed milling and transportation facili- the new Wellington mill are reported a greater navy today, counting the
ties promised to the district with the o be now well under way. and In the time f building the ships as a part
coming of summer.
In the Silver meanwhile the frequent encountering of the present. The chief executive
e
ore has of bulky bodies of pay dirt continues seemingly had something not only at
Princess mine very
lready been encountered at a com- to furnish an ever fresh Incentive to heart, but in his mind about this
matter, and while he was not afraid
paratively low depth, and much more the Wellington management.
to speak his mind, It Is barely possible
is expected of this property in view of
yourself
you
Catarrh,
rid
If
have
the fact that the location will permit f this repulsive disease. Ask Dr. that he did not care to apeak all of
It on this subject.
of operations being carried back into
of Racine. Wis., to mall you
Late next month or early the
the mountain for a great distance. In Shoop
s
Snoop
of
box
Dr.
a
ree,
his
trial
easily
month thereafter, there will be seen
fact, it la stated that it will be
single
simple,
A
Remedy.
oft San Francisco the greatest collecpoiwtble to follow the main vein a Catarrh
tell you a Catarrh tion of American
warships
ever
distance of over a mile. It was the test, will surely your
knowing.
Write
well
worth
ruth
brought together.
same vein which recently attracted
The cruisers aldeallonger.
All
today.
suffer
Don't
quality
ready on the I'aclflc coast, or most
wide attention by the unusual
of them at least, have new and
of the assay that it yielded at a depth ers.
suryounger captains. Younger men also
but a few hundred feet from the
face. It is expected that the Silver GOVERNMENT MEN
than has been the ease In the past
among
very
first
the
are In command of the battleships
Princess will be
ore.
to
ship
of the Montezuma mines
now creeping up the western coast.
That a force of vessels, larger than
FOOD
INSPECT
Will
IWllnjr
Prevail.
lloftcftil
any force heretofore maintained in
Wlnkelman, Ariz., March 6 In
the western waters will be stationed
can
there
mining
situation
to the
there from now on Is no longer to be
hopeful
very
question
IMreiUoii
Scoretnry
but
that
of
Tnft doubted.
I'mhT
be no
TlK-Vltdt
feeling now prevails among 'both large
Canal
Will
It Is a fair assumption also, from
Gold miners
.and small operators.
the trend of events, thut on the sea
naturally have at no time during the
New
York. March 5. William front of the Philippines we are no
late financial stress felt any serious Childs. Jr.. and Harry Belfeld. mem longer to be left without ships enough
well
It
is
while,
anxiety,
as
au for
bers of the Welfare Department of to do hard duty In case hard duty
known the average low cost of cop- - the National Civic federation, sailed becomes necessary.
There are big
Arizona
throughout
production
rer
today for the canal zone to make an battleships now building, and If Mr
even
possible
profit
mining
a
at
makes
investigation for the government of Roosevelt can have his way four
in the face of very adverse conditions the food served to the men employed more will be in the- order of con
the In constructing the canal. Tills Inves- struction within six months. The ship
in the red metal market. Among
moot notable of the newer Pinal coun- tigation Is to be made under order of building program as advocated by the
ty enterprises t the now famous Two Secretary Taft. The investigators president, if carried out to its con
jueiiH gold and copper mine, where h.tve been authorized to look into the elusion, will give the country enough
very remarkable values were encounvessels for a representation In someluentlon of Improving the food con
tered a few months ago practically at ditions. The inquiry will extend into thing like force on the Atlantic coast.
the surface. Work at the Two Queens the method of purchasing, the qual- with a sufficient number of vessels
rapid ity of
lias recently been making very super
the food materials, the man within close sailing distance of one
progre.si under the personal
agement of the mess halls and the another to make easy a coming to- vision f the president of the com
deterioration of supplies In theirigether in sufficient force to meet the
pany. It Is the purpose of this com-nan- y transportation.
I requirements
of war. if war should
to concentrate Its efforts on the
level from
crosscut at the 400-foShaft No. 4, as it U thla crosscut
CAN HOT
rtiWh is calculated to pierce the
high-grad- e
gold vein already prospect
ed from the surface.
AWAY

Enrnunie High Grade Ore.

Friday,

come with any naval power on earth,
save one.
(uardinjc the Ihuivr Zone.
Naval officers say sense and strategy require that there should
be a
force of v&asels in the same waters
sufficient to cope with any enemy on
short notice. In other words, it is
against the genius of naval warfare
to scatter the ships. The country, If
It is to keep In line with the thought
of the trained ones, must have somewhere on the water a formidable fleet
and It follows naturally that the formidable fleet must be kept at the
point where danger Is mot like-lto
spring. There is no Immediate danger
of war, but there is a feeling still
prevalent that there Is more likelihood of war In the Pacific waters
than there is elsewhere. The chances
are that time will show that the Pacific ocean Is never to be destitute of
American fighting ships in sufficient
force to do that which lighting ships
are built to do.
The navy building program
to
which the administration is committer means, if it be carried through
to Its end, that before long the coun
try will be in a position to have a
fleet capable of meeting all probable
requirements in bothy the waters of
the Atlantic and Pacific. If the
president's idea that long cruises are
necessary to keep officers and men In
ainlng is the right idea. It will not
be necessary in the future to send the
fleets around South America for their
ng cruises.
They can
et their
course elsewhere Just as the course of
the battleship fleet now in the Pa- Iflc could have been set elsewhere If
ractice has been the only purpose
f the fleet's sailing.
Rank to h lllkvl.
The army bill will contain a pfo- Ision for more pay for enlisted men.
The House bill has nothing to sav
bout more pay for the officers, but
Is understood that the Senate will
see to It that the officers are cared
and it is the belief that the
House will concur. The recent flnafc- ial trouble and the scarcity of wo4c
some few places has filled the
navy with recruits.
Man for man,
the :iilor is better paid than the
oldler. With the Increase of pay
promised it is thought that the army-rank-

Albuuer ue and Las
Vegas

Gffoss ECelly & Co,
(Incorporated)
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NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 8, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Jie fol
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the. act of February 21, 1893
(27 Stats., 470), end that said proof
will ba made before J. M. Luna, Pro.
iY.
bat) Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on
March 17, 1908, vlx: Mariana Chavez
de Otero, for the Small Holding Tract
No. 2547, in Sec. 36, Township 7 N.(
Range 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous adverse possession of said tract for twenty years
next preceding the survey of the
township, vli:
Kstanllada Otero, Gulllermo Oro
na, Anlceto Aragon y Garcia, Bernardino Sedillo, all of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, r.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
R. . HALL. Proprietor
given an opportunity at the
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
e'
time and place to
Fronts for Buildings.
the witnesses of said claimnoon will be filled.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Hmpmlrm on Mining mnd mill ntmohlnory m Bpoelmlty
The House committee on naval af of that submitted by claimant.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M. J
fairs has within a day or two re- MANUEL It. OTERO.
K3OfX3OKCOfXXK)K
Register.
rted favorably a bill providing for
the fortification of Pearl Harbor.
Hawaii, a strategic point In the Pa
THORNTON, THh CLEANER.
Mr.
cific. The president has urged the
measure, and it is understood
Located at 121 North Third street
Li-ver-v- "
that
tho House will pass It. Two great The only real steam cleanlag plant in
West Sliver Avenue.
Telephone ti
floating drydocks, one to be used in the southwest.
We are now better tll-tl- t
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO.
the Atlantic and one In the Pacific, prepared than ever before to clean
have been recommendej In a bill anything; that is cleanable, la cleanwhich has been reported favorably. ing, pressing and repairing clothes,
we take the front seat. All we ask
The bill probably will rass.
There Is not more danger of war is a trial. All work guaranteed. Secouuy than there was yesterday, and ond hand clothing height and sole'
AMERICAN BLOCK.
there Isn't any sharp danger of war Goods called for and delivered oi.
OEJUUIiLOS LUMP.
460.
Phone
notice.
n the near future.
short
It may be that
ne somewhat unusual preparations
PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS.
for war which have been made by
Furnace,
the United States will prove to be the Department of the Interior, Office of
Mixed.
means of averting war. If President Indian Affairs, Washington. D. C.
Nat
1,
1908.
proposals
Feb.
Sealed
Roosevelt succeeds in building more
CLEAN GAS COKE.
on
plainly
outside
of
the
marked
the
battleships, fortifying
SMITHING COAL."
harbors and
NATIVE KINDLING.
teasing the pay of officers and envelope "Proposals for Buildings,
Navajo Extension,
FOR CASH ONLY.
men. all to be brought about at a Leupp School,
cost of a few millions, the country Arizona," and addressed to the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs, Wash
probably will feel that the expenditures and the preparations, if they ington. D. C, will be2 received at the
o'clock p. m.
have made for peace, were well Indian Office until
TELEPHONE tl.
of March 17. 1908, fot constructing
worth while.
a hospital and making additions to (.(1) ItllKAD AND
GOOD BUTTER
other buildings at the Leupp School,
No Use to Die
Navajo Extension, Arizona, in strict make the best food for children as
"I have found out that there Is no accordance
with the plans and speci they do for "grown ups." But bread
ROBBED
use to die of lung trouble as long as
fications which may be examined at as well as butter Is an article of food
you can got Dr. King's New Discov
Y
office, the offices of "The Citi
requiring the closest scrutiny as to
Rubbing with liniment3, blistering the affected parts, the application of ery, says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush- - this
zen," Albuquerque, New Mexico, the
quality, as there are lots of It un
LATE SPRING STYLES
plasters, and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful iu buro, I'a. "I would not be alive to "New Mexican," Santa Fe. New Mex its
fit to eat. But no fault Just or otherday only for that wonderful medi ico,
Prices Keasonahlk
relieving the pains and aches of Rheumatism, but such remedies do not cine.
and at the school. For further wise can be found with Butter Cream
It loosens up a cough quicker
reach the CAUMi of the disease, and are therefore in no sense curative than anything
f.pply
MaxJoseph
to
E.
Information
Tailoring ano
Thoroughly
Ladle'
bread.
and
nutritious
else, and cures lung
Rheumatism is due to an excess of uric acid in the blood, brought about by disease even after the
Additional Farmer in Charge, palatable it makes friends
Dressmaking
everycase Is pro well,
indigestion, poor bowel action, weak kidneys, and a general sluggish condition nounced hopeless." This most reli- Leupp. Arizona, via Canon Diablo. where it L used. Try it.
of th system. The circulation deposits this irritating poison in the different able remedy for coughs and colds, C. F. LARRABEE, Acting CommisOta M. oond Phono 944
muscles, nerves, tissues and joints of the body, ami soon the painful symptoms la grippe, asthma,
and sioner.
bronchitis
ol Kiictimattsm are produced. 1 he pains at first mav be wandering and slight
hoarsoness, la sold under guarantee at
WluiC to Do W hen IUIIous.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
207 South First
but as the bl'xd becomes more fully saturated with the uric acid poison, the all dealers'. 00c and $1.00. Trial
The right thing to do when you
buttle
free.
ilise ise grows worse and after awhile tretsto be chrome, t he slight, wander
feel bilious is to take a dose of Cham
ing pains now become sharp and cutting at the least exposure to dampness
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
"Neressity la the mother of lnven berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets HAIR DREISER AND CHIROPOTltANSFKJt STABLES.
or ni;:lit air, or anv constitutional irregularity, the bones ai he, the muscles tion and the want long existing for They will cleanse the stomach and
DIST
Try
are not as (ree in urtiou as before, and where the ueid poi vm is allowed to a perfect writing machine which regulate the liver and bowels.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors
Horses
and Mules Pougnt and
tho Alvarado and next door to
r !tiaiit in the blood the loints often became so closed with corrosive sub
cuuM be sold for a price within the It. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at
Sturge.f'
cafe,
druggists.
is
prepared
g!vt
to
all
reac
Kt uiccs that they are hft permanently stiff and iimmss.
h of all has at last found fulfil
Rheumatism can
thorough scalp treatment, do halt BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CIT.
never be rubbed away, nor can it be conquered and driven fr. tn the system ment In the production of a splendid
Our shirt and collar work In pei-fe- dressing, treat corns, bunions and Intvepwriter, perfect in every respect.
growing
She gives masag
Is
nails.
ii blood 1ms been cleansed
until the acid-l.i'DOMESTIC
l'lMSH"
Our
Second Street between Central
sold at the reasonable price of the proper thing.
We lead others treatment and manicuring.
Mrs
Avenue.
and purified. No ether medicine dots this so and
$65.
N.
own
Y. Sun.
preparation of comHamblni's
follow.
effectually as H. S. S, It dissolves and re
up
plexion
cream
builds
CO.
the
skin and
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
moves the impurities ard sends a stream o:
THIRD
1'or Itlicumattc Sufferers.
Improves the complexion, and la
The quick relief from paln afforded
Kodol Is a scientific preparation of guaranteed not to be injurious. Sh
rich, strong blood to the uTeeted parts, which
digest-antprepares
s
a
also
b applying Chamberlain's Pain Halm vegetable acids with natural
hair tonic that cure
KooM.es tin- irritated ii rviS. lull. lined muscle
prevents dandruff and hair fail
makes it a f.ivorlte with sufferers
and contains the same Juices and
FUKELY YECZTASLE and flesh, and the av.U-rutins relief that from
lng
out;
restores
life to deal hair,
Each removes moles, warts
rheumatism,
sciatica.
lame found In a healthy stomach.
is permanent lieeans" tlie n.il cause of the
and superftaoui All KimW of Fresh and Salt Me
3.000 hair. Massage treatment
more
than
digest
bark,
will
dose
lumbago,
deep
and
seated
and
by
disc-- : e I .j
i.i'.V liicutca
:i relax vtJ. F.pecial book fin Ht.i
Steam Sansa?e Factory.
SolJ by J. II. machines. For any blemish vibrato?
by all (trains of good food.
pilns.
nm.n':i
For
sale
of thi
F.MIL KUKNWOKT
dr-ir-ed
free.
idvice
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA. druggists
O l'.lelly Co.
Masonic Building, North Thirl Sire
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
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Slams Well in Copper.

Jerome, Ariz., MArch

S

The main

haft of the Verde Grande Copper

company is now repldly approacnin
level, an dlhe slate an
the 600-foiron formation that has been pene
is showing well in copper sul
i.iides. 4iOcal mining men have ex'
i 'eased
themselves most cordially in
T.-l- r
commendation of the miner-lik- e
t .anner in which the work l being
oiulucted by taree shifts, and no time
Is being lost In the effort to reach the
rone of permanent sulphide which
should undoubtedly prove to be but an
extension of the rich ore bodies now
yielding lucrative dividends to the
owners of the neighboring property,
the l'nite.1 Verde. The Verde Grandeis
machinery plant recently installed
the second largest in the district, and
is doing splendid service.
ot

Hmj Good Ironilwe.
Some InOttawa. Ont., March
teresting fact have recently been given out by Alfred Thompson, member
relative
of the Dominion Parliament, Dredging
to the Yukon Jta-- in Gold
company, which controls extensive
concessions in the Yukon Territory
from the Canadian government. The
i
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BEGUN
Engineers Hard at Work and
First Construction Gang
Is On the Ground.
Engle, X. M.. March 6. Work of
construction has actually begun on
the KlephanV Butte dam.
The first construction gang, numbering about twenty men. arrived this
week and U now at work excavating
for the eastern abutment of the big
Jam.
The first work In line of construction will be to clear away all loose
ami light material, sand, soil, gravel
ii ml rook from the neighborhood of
the two ends of the big dam, and
get down to the naked solid rock;
this is what the first gang U now
engaged In.
Hesldes the construction gang there
Is a surveying corps at work, numbering sixteen men. The surveyors are
making the final locations for the
dam, the spillway and the temporary
tuntiel through which the river must
be diverted during construction.
To Divert tlio Kntirc Stream.
Tills tunnel Is a detail of which little has been said. It will be necessary to start at a point well above the
site of the dam, and carry an Immense tunnel a long distance through
the solid rock of the mountain rim,
having an outlet below the dam site.
This tunnel will carry the entire flow
of the Rio Orande during construction and will eventually become 'one
of the principal outlets of the reservoir for Irrigation purposes. The
reclamation nervlce does as little
"dead work" as possible, and this tunnel will be planned for permanent use
as an outlet. It will be a oostly and
time consuming undertaking, but It U
absolutely necessary before the dam
proper can be begun.
TraiiNpoitation and Building
It Is understood that effort will be
made soon to secure the extension of
a railroad to the dam site. The reclamation service will go to work Immediately to establish permanent headquarters for officers, living rooms of
employes, commissary, etc. It will
take quite a town to accommodate the
thousands of workmen who will be
engaged on the work when everything
in well under way.
The government is also looking Into
matters of road building, and the engineers in the field are completing the
already
details of reconnolsances
made.
Pushing the Work.
It Is understood that the bulk of the
land for the reservoir has been acquired.
It may take sixty days to
complete the securing of the site,
wme SO, 000 acres being necessary for
the government to acquire.
The general feeling here Is that the
work of construction will proceed
without Interruption. Members of the
engineering corps are known to have
received instructions to hasten their
part of the work with all possible
dispatch. The government has been
prospecting for cement material, and
It is now known that there is excellent material within two miles of the
site of the dam. The government
will make plans to erect its own plant
right at the dam site, but if the El
Paso company gets ready in time and
can meet the government'! prices, it
will no doubt secure the olg contract,
calling for 300,nno to non.ooo barrels
of cement.
The chief engineer of the reclamation service is expected here within
one month to go over the whole
ground and determine a myriad of details preparatory to pushing the work
of construction.
To Cost $6,000,000.
The great Kngle or Elephant Butte
dam which forms the largest and
most costly unit of the Hio Urande
reclamation project is estimated to
cost t,000. 000. It will be arched up
stream on a
curve to increase the resistance against the
pressure of the water, and the length
of the crest will be 1200 feet. At
river level the dam will be 400 feet
long, it being situated at the mouth
of a long, deep, narrow canyon. Its
height from bedrock foundation to
the crest will be 275 feet.
Ircltrtig the Foundation.
Iledrock lies 6." feet below the
Kiindy bed of the river, and to get
u foundation for the dam it will be
necessai y to excavate to tills depth
and tii a width of 200 feet, fur the
concrete structure of ihe dam itself
will tie 170 feet wide at the bottom. ,
Anchored to JMtlrtM'L.
When bedrock is reached in the excavation immense holes will be drilled
and blasted into 'lie rock and teel
plus or shafts a foot or more in diameter will be imbedded in thefe
holes In the rock at close intervals
and allowed to project above the surface so as to become an integral part
of the concrete structure and prevent
any pos.silile tendency of the great
dam to slip on its foundations with
the tremendous weight of water behind it.
Resist Tremendous Pressure.
The thickness of the dam ut the
crest will be twenty feet, and this
will be occupied by a driveway.
On the upstream fide the face of the
dam will slope at the l ite of one inch
to the foot, but on the downstream
ide tile slope w Ui be 7 'a inches to
the foot, givttii; a tremendous batter
of tile jitored
to resist the pro-lir- e
water.
The depth of the water fi nil the
liver to the fpillway will be 17 j feet.
The .spillway wi.l occupy a natural
gap several miles above the d.im and
wi! have a length of SU0 feet.
Immense Murage t opacity.
The reservoir will be forty miles
long and. in some place.--, fie or six
miles wide. It will have a storage
capacity of j.Oioi.iiui) acre feet to the
level nf the
or approximately

100.000.000.000 ruble feet or 650,000,-00000 gallons.
This amount of water would supply all the heeds of Chicago, with Its
2.000.000 people, for thirty years; it
would fill the Hudson river basin
from Xew York to Albany, or It
would cover the state of Massachu-

setts six inches deep.
Reasons for Ijarge Size.
Xot more than 600,000 acre feet per
annum will be required for Irrigating
the 200,000 acres included at the beginning under the project, but long
experience with the river has shown
that It will be necessary to provide
for a series of possible dry years, so
that the engineers have undertaken
to store a supply of water adequate
to irrigate the entire valley for three
years if no water should flow into the
reservoir during that time after it had
once been filled.
There is another reason for making
large;
the reservoir extraordinarily
this is the necessity of providing for
taking care of the enormous volume
of silt carried in suspension In the
water of the Hlo Urande. While
means have been provided to sluice
out the silt to a considerable extent,
It is realized that the gradual deposit
will tend to decrease the storage capacity of the reservoir as years go by.
Hence, it is thought best to allow
ample storage capacity at the start
for a long time in the future Inasmuch as it would be very uneconomical to build a smaller dam with the
expectation of ultimately increasing
its capacity.
.Materials of Construction.
Kngineers will appreciate the Immensity of the dam itself from the
following figures: Over 300.000 barrels of cement will be used in the
dam; there are 44,400 cubic yards of
soft rock and earth excavation, and
335,000 cubic yards of sand excavation; coffer dams used during construction will be 400 feet each; a
flume or waterway 800 feet long must
be provided that will carry the whole
river and keep it out of the excavation during the construction of the
dam; excavations In bedrock for dam
anchorages will totatl B000 cubic
yards; there will be 114,000 cubic
yards of concrete below the river bed
and 300,000 cubic yards of concrete
above the river bed; the earth excavation for the spillway alone will be
120,000 cubic yards.
Reservoir In tlio World.
The dam itself is not the largest in
the world, but the storage capacity of
the reservoir Is twice as large as the
next largest in the world, which Is
the Assuan dam on the Xile with a
storage capacity of a little over 1.000,-00- 0
acre feet.
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
FOR RENT
J
i

FOK KENT Furnished room for
512
light
Xorth
housekeeping,
Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In the
Grant flats, corner of Third and
Central; strictly modern. Room F,
Grant building.
FOR KENT 2 rooms for light housekeeping. No Invalids desired. 217
8. A mo.
FOR RENT Two nice sunny rooms,
facing south, with board. Apply at
615 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT Nice clean rurnlshed
rooms, modern. 309 H West Cen- tral avenue.
Foil KENT Nicely furnished rooms
with use of bath. 9team heat and
nil conveniences. No invalids. Hotel Cralge. Silver avenue.
tent house
Foil KENT A
furnished for light housekeeping;
also a few choice rooms at Mrs.
Norrls. 110 E. Coal.
KENT Furnished
FOR
house with bath at 315 South
Broadway; no children or Invalids
allowed.
FOR KENT Four nice front rooms
for light housekeeping at 524 W.
Central; reasonable rents. Inquire
in rear.
six-roo- m

PERSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED Washing and Ironing for
hand laundry, lace curtains from
50e per pair up; first class work.
Drop a postal to 408 W. TIJeras or
phone 104 5. We call for and deliver goods anywhere In town.
WANTED Sales Representative for
specialty and school supplies. Good
man can make $35 a week and up.
Permanent position to right party.
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Stout St.,
Denver, Colo.
WANTED Indies
desiring
millinery to call on Miss C.
P. Crane, 512 North Second street,
millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Phone 944. Help wanted.
WANTED Traveling men and solicitors calling on druggists, confectioners, etc., covering Albuquerque and
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of chocolates on good commission basis.
Bowes Allegrettl, 3l River St., Chicago.
WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and merWe can place
cantile positions.
you in the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201
East Central avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.

OPPORTUNITIES

LOANS

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110 and as high as
1200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4. Grant Bldg.
103 H Wft Rsllrond Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Upon Evenings.

new-sprin-

five-roo-

m

Offleo over Vann Drug- Store, or.
hours to U a.
1 to a ...A
to 8 p. m. Phones, in..
of nee 441.
Idence 695.
Hce

7

DR. H L. HV3T
Physician and Surgeon.

par-- .
We have In nil luenty-tw- o
wlui (leslro lo inirtdiase four,
five total sl.x room rvsdiltmocs, and
we liavc boon requested to find
this large number of cottage at
as enrly a (lute as powdble.

Rooms 6

tix

llt.

m

7. X. T.

SOLOMON

Annuo

IlutldUua,

L. BURTON.

PhysWan and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 410 South WaltM
Street. Phone 10S0.
BUS. BRONSON A UROXSON

IF YOU OWN

llomeopathle
Physicians
Rai
gcons. Over Vaiin's Irngand
Store.
Office 628; Residence 1059.

HcwUlesioe property of tills dewflp-tlo- n
that yoti desire, to sell, do not

DENTISTS

fail to list tlio mine with us
Ily continuous advertising wo rciu-l- i the buyers, and
iin soli your proM'rty wlili
promptness und diputcli.

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 am! A, Harnett Riilldlnav
Over O KIclIy's Drug store.
ApiHilntnients made by mail.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, O.
&
Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. aaw
1 :30 to & p. m.
Appointments nuulo h mall.
n trai Ave. 1'none
n

I.

m

Bllas-Devene-

S8.

J. PATCI1LV
riij jdan and Burgeon.
U. F.

WANTED

Four acres very good land, a little over two miles north of town.
Price, $500.00. Easy terms.
Eight acres in alfalfa, well
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price, $600.00, cash.
Fifteen acres first class land,
fenced, near ditch. Price, $700.00.
cash. This piece is located about
four miles north of the city.
Seven acres very good land,
partly under cultivation, a good
many fruit trees on place, one mile
from city limits. Price, $1,200.00
cash.
Three acres very best land (two
adobe
acres in alfalfa), three-roohouse In good condition, right close
to ditch, about two miles from
business part of town, across the
river. Price, $800.00 cash.
Six acres, all under cultivation,
adobe house, on main road, two
and a half miles from town, also
across river. Price, $900.00, cash.
'
Forty-fiv- e
and a half acres of
the very best land In the Rio
Grande valley, all under cultivation
(about
half In alfalfa), well
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
to stores and telephone line and
railroad station. Price $65.00 per
acre. Easy terms.
And many others from one to
six hundred acres..

SALESMEN

TVIeplmne

MORE HOUSES

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.

WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
pocket side line to increase departFOR SALE 2 room board house and
ment stores sales. Twenty dollars
daily easily made. State territory
full size lot. 50x142 feet, $300.00. 9
you cover. Samples supplied free.
Armljo building.
Company. Chicago,
FOR SALE Some good bargains in
III- frame cotreal estate: A
tage with bath on South Broad- CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
way, $1500; a
frame cotMexico with staple line. High comtage, W. Central ave., close In;
missions, with $100.00 monthly ad$1100, easy terms: two good busivance. Permanent position to right
W.
on
ness
lots
Central between
man. Jess H. Smith Co.. Detroit.
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
con3rd and 4th; a new four-rooMich.
$1350;
house,
crete
three lots each
Albuquerque Has to I low to Uie Intraveling salesman at once,
CAPABLE
avenue,
on
$200
50x142
E. Central
evitable Scores of Citizens
staple line, profitable commission.
for all three. And a long list of
Prove It.
Contract with $25.00 weekly adsnaps of all kinds. A. Fleischer,
After reading the public statement
vance. Permanent position; referof this representative citizen of Albu.real estate and Insurance, 212 H
ences required. A. S. J. Co., Grand
querque given below, you must come
South econd street.
River Ave., Detroit. M c h .
to this conclusion: A remedy which FOR SALE 'ieii pounds extracted
cured years ago, which has kept the
honey
$1: 60 pound can for $6. AGENTS Opportunity of lifetime, no
for
kidneys in good health since, can be
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
experience necessary, big cash profrelied upon to perform the same
Box 202. Albuquerque. N. M.
its daily, one agent made $21 In
work In other cases. Read this:
typeone hour, everyone will buy. We
Mrs. J. Hall, of 322 West Huning FOR SALE New Underwood
writer; our entire stock to be sacissue more accident and sickness
avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
rificed at $80.00. Alb. Typewriter
policies than any other similar comsays:
"My daughter used Doan's
Exchange.
pany in the world; we give the most
Kidney Pills with very good results.
popular and cheapest Insurance
She suffered for over a year with severe pains across her loins and kidwritten: new plan, $1 a year pays
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
WANTED
neys, so severe at times that she was
for $500 policy; no assessments or
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
unable to be around.
I heard of
dues; other amounts In proportion.
Doan's Kidney Pills and induced her WANTED Girl for general house- Indemnity,
benefit,
Death
weekly
to try them. She felt great relief
work. Apply 108 S. A mo.
free medical attendance, original
from the first and continued their
popular features, either sex.
All cocxxxxx)c5cxoocxxxx'nrxxxxxxw
competent
by
use until cured. I gave a statement WANTED Position
claims promptly and liberally setto this effect some four years ago,
stenographer and bookkeeper. AdFOR KENT Store building on
tled: insurance assets $500,000. Reand would say today, January 31st,
dress M. A. J.. this office.
Central avenue.
1907, that we were not only given
liable representatives wanted evroom
FOR RENT Furnished
goods,
second
reason to appreciate Doan's Kidney WANTED Genta
erywhere; exclusive territory; libfor gentleman; no invalids;
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
Pills at that time, but both my
permanent
Income, increasing
eral
(15 South First street, south of
close In.
daughter and myself will vouch for
each year; absolutely sure. Address
viaduct. R. .J. Sweeney.
FOR SALE At A bargain. 3
their value as strongly as ever, and
181
Corporation,
International
can heartily recommend them to WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
dwelling houses. Rent $15
Rroadway (Dept. W2). New Tork.
other sufferers."
month each.
men. between ages of II and S5;
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
FOR SALE Hnreain, paper
citizens of United States, of good
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co.. Buffalo.
character and temperatt habits,
ami painting business.
New Tork, sole agents for the United
can speak, read and write
who
States.
English. For Information apply to MARRY your choice.
Particular peoRemember the name Doan's and
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
ple, everywhere, introduced withtake no other.
No. 29
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
out publicity; no fakes; details free.
219 South 2nd Stroot
Address, A.
box 1338, Los An,
geles, Cul.
(XXXXJOOOOCXXX3CXXJOOOOOCXXXX)
.
w
f T n CT
T1 IP
Eoni .T
A FEW MORE NICE
AND
people to enjoy the
comforts of home at Hotel Futrel-le- ,
corner Second street and Coal
avenue. Pleasant,
well
furnished
rooms, well conked and wholesome
food, clean bed and thorough respectability our specialties.
Hates
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
reasonable. J. A. Wood, Mgr.
$210.00 Motor Cycle or horse and
Carries the largest and Most Uxcluslve Stock of Staple Orecer'ea In
buggy furnished our men for travthe Southwest.
eling, and $85.00 per month and
expenses, to take orders f.ir the
greatest portrait house In the world.
FARM AND
You will receive, postpaid, a beau- tiful 16x20 reproduction
of oil
painting In answer to this ad. Write'
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
for particulars. R. D. Mattel. Dept.
79, Chicago.
m

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgroat
Oecklental Life Building.

On

F OR SALE

five-roo-

PHYSICIANS

Have a Big

We

Demand

LAWYERS

For ilfhlrablc reldcme, property lo
rent, and solicit your business in
this line.

U.
Office,

We Will

trade?

201 East Central Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. At.

M.L.SCHUTT

BurtfUaaa.

Albuquerque. N. M,

IRA SI. BOND
X
Attorney at Lew.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyright
Caveats. Letu-- r Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
S2 F. street, N. M. Washington. D.

)

MISCELLANEOUS'

REAL ESTATE and
INVESTMENT CO.

Miscellaneous

at Law.

First National Bank

d

STOW

'

D. BRYAN.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.
Ornoe, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. X. M.

Exchange

The furniture lu an 1R room room
lnr house for Improved Albuquer-qu- e
real estnle. W lint have you to

A. MONTOYA

XV.

Attorney

SOUTHWESTERN LAW AND COLLECTION AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Office Room 1, N. T. Armljo Ilk a.
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Granner, general
manages
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque, New Mea.

Phone 2S7

W. SPENCER

K.

Archlteet.
1221 South Walter.

Phone

tM.

T A

L. B. PUTNEY

FRENCH
iTXIIXIXXXXXXXXrXXXIXXXXIH

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Davis & Zearing
20S

Folding

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

tral.

LOST

First and Marquette

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Glomi, Vice President.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liuor Company
Successors to
MKLINI A EAKIX, uiul BACllECHI &. GIOMI
WHOLKALX OKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wo

mm

loop ovrythlog In stock to outfit tbo
most fsstldJous bar eompltto

Have lievn Uixinuxl exclusive ageing In the Sout!iuet for Jos. 8.
si'lilltz. Win. Ij'iiip ami St. Ixiuls A. II. C. Breweries: Yellcstone,
Green River. V. II. Me Ilrajer's
liir llrotik, Isml Hunter, T. J
Monarch, ami other brands of Mhlskica too numerous to mention.
WE ARE XOT COMPOINDERS
Hut sell the straight article s received from, the beet Wineries
li'.fliiieries and Hreweries in the United States. Call and inspect
Stock and prices, or write fur Illustrated Catalogue and Price
"ur
Ia-,Issued to dealers only.
iY
HiTTTiTmrrri
in

in ti

ifiMn-iinim-

FOUND

A

ll.lXelllme

and
bicycle,

avenue.

FOUND
Inquire at

i

323
j

The Lucky Ouiirter
Is the one you pay out for a box
Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
bring you the health that's more pre-- I
cious than jewels. Try them for
biliousness, constipation
headache.
and malaria. If they disappoint you
the price w ill be cheerfully refunded
at all dealers'.

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 13 and 14. Cromwell Itkx.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 13V

a

5.

Kodol is a scientific preparation

vegetable adds with natural
ants und contains 'he .ame
found In a healthy stomach,
dose w ill digest more
than
grains uf good food
Sold l,y
i

j

'

ISItOS.

Phone
IIJ John t
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bet
The reason we do so much ROUGH drivers
In
city.
Proprietors
HHV work is because we do It right "Sadie," the the
wagon.
picnic
and at the price you cannot afford to
have it done at hone.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.

I

(f you want anythin on earth, you
can get it through the want columns
Wm get reof The Evening Citizen.

sults.

$2 to $15

RAM BROOK

j

i

;

iel Iv

of

Juices
Each
3.000

J. II.

"o.

Pal Pinto Wells Mtiera' Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It
Koilol is today the be-- t known rcm- e,ly for all disorders of the stomach,

such as dyspepsia, heartburn, sour
IU-- l
Healer ill Hie World
stomach aii'l belching of ga-Sold
;
Ray-of
East
Itev. F. Sta!rhlr..
),eie by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
mond. Maine.
i have used Are you looking for snmrTTltng ? Re- Rucklen's Anii'a Salve for several
year-- s
my wound, and mem tier me want columns or The
on niy old
it the Evening Citizen are for your especial
othr obstinate sot and find
It talks to tne people ana
i
besr healer in the
use n, benefit.
in.
t
,ak lfi
too, with great
In my vetcr- a
:'jc at all deal-- i
iimry bti'ii.e-s- .
t will
l'i
you but ten cents a
era".
your
clime lo liuve
shirt laundered
and liome on time. Hiiblw LaunDivided skir's for cross saddle rid- - dry
Co.
lag are nud- - to y iur measurement
at the Rio Gran It- Woolen Mills.
Subscribe for The Citizen.

A.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER

Highland Livery

STENOGRAPHER, must be well edu-- l
rated and experienced. See Mr.
Evans at Stow s office, 210 E. Cell-- I

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

a

.-

KIIOM

M rXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTXXXl

MALE HELP

Attoracy-at-Law-

Offlce with W. II. Clillders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

S

Go-car- ts

.tr

TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON

Ave.

We have a fine line of

FREIGHT WAGONS

THE

W. Gold

ADAMS

UNDERTAKERS'.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming a Specialty.

A. E. WALKER

lire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Itiillillug AociaUo
217 Went Central Avenue.
VETERINARY
WILLIAM HELD EN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Ifcutiitry a SpclHjts.
403 South Iklllli Phone 405.

J. Morelll

MEJCHANT TAILOR
Ladies' anil (ient

Knit

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
103 NORTH FIRST STREET

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

DR. II. D. PETT1KOKD

Veterinary Surgeou.
Practice: Therapeutics. Surserv n.l
Obstetrics on Horses. Cattle. ShseD
Hogs, Dog- - and Cats.
Office wltl.
121
hornton. the Cleaner.
N'nrik
Third. Phone
Hospital
460.
and
Itesidence. 733 South Walter
dence phone. 620.
1

r;..

KILLthcGC'J
TH

ANft

W,TH

by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henri
Syrnes. t.i develop the bust from 4
to 6 Inches,.
Guaranteed to be mails fnati th

'rue dalcga

Kxtract.

Is

CURE

D?- -

LUi'i

??pfyQ

at a

perfectly

hai mless.
The Vaueaire Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has u specific effect upon
the buBt. Price 75 cents. For sals by
Highland Pharmacy and Al- -

varado Pharmacy
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Good Values in

Stylish Shoes
If T

is our policy and from it we do not vary,
to sell only that class of footwear which may

be depended on to give the utmost satisfaction.
We are showing a larger number of snappy
styles now than at any previous time. Light,
Medium or Heavy soles, French, Cuban or
Military heels, narrow or round toes, Lace or
Button, Patent Kid, Patent Colt or Vici Kid,

black or tan.
Mens lllsh slums
.Mill's

Low

Mm--

.

Winnon's lliiili

SIhmw

Vimii'tr
OiiMnn'

Mhkh
Shoca

H4MM.yH.y

B't

fi.TM
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.00

,

ll'iUiai"1

"

to $..
to 4.00
to 5.00
to i.00
to 2.50

MMMiiiumiin.Jii.iiiH

"

Our Line of

Spring Millinery

3
3
8

3
3
8

Seller of fJranU

U In
n liUriinesH.
Mr. and Mr-"- . F A. .Silence iirriveil
n
HI Taxo.
In the olty yesterilny
Arthur Kverltt returnej laM evening from a business trip in the north.

Kilttarri

of MaKiialeim, arrived yesterday In
the city.
It'iUilts an
uniformly rooiI no
failures, no (iff days when you ue
lticheliiu Hour,
Mrs. Louise Stover of A lbiniueriiie
Joine.l her husband, Iimlney Stover,
at Koswell lust evening.
James Kuril of lias Vegas, trainmaster for the Santa Fe, is in Albuquerque on business.
Mis. I. K. Knox of 114 .outh Arno
street left Thursday evening for Flor-

wife and mother
are new arrivals In
the city and will make their future
home here.
The Mctntnsh-Hrnwn- s
an, the
c.rays will play a g.une at
'l'raetlon park next Sunday. Came
called nt -- ::!o sharp.
Hon. William J. Mills, associate
justice of the supreme court, la in Albuquerque today to attend the funeral
of William Ji. didders.
H. C. ile Hae.i, grandson of
the
late Felipe Chaves of Helen, Is in the
city on buslne.ss pertaining to the
estate of his late grandfather.
C. K. Saucier and K. T. Dunn have
returned from San Mateo, where they
have been engaged In building a Congregational church and minion school
house.
George Ames, a victim of the tally-h- o
accident last Monday. Is still con
fined to his rooms and Is more seriously Injured than woi at first sup
Y

l!u-rel-

208 South Second

J. L. BELL
'

k

CO.y

Hardware Plumbing
-

WHITNEY'S OLD STAND

EVERITT
DlamoBda,

Watches. Jewt-lrj- .
Invite your trade and

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

Rallroau Avenue
t ut

,

Silverware.
Kim ran tee A Square Deal.
(ila-i-

CWx-ka-

We

OCXXXXXXXJOCXXXJOOOOOUOO

Let Us Show You the

Best Typewriter on Earth

$65
Albuquerque Typewriter
OO

AVENUE

21S WEST CENTRAL

0OXD4W0OWOOO0O

Exchange

CC000000000C)Of

It is easy to stand by

A Shoe Store that
Sells Good Shoes

posed
A

.

excursion
train carrying ISO people from the
New England
states, xtopp.-an
hour In the city this forenoon.
It
was westward bound.
Herman cJchweister and J. F. Huck- el left lujst evening for William., Ariz..
where they will superintend
the
opening of a new Slarvey building
and curio room at that place.
Mr. and Mrs. George Graham of
Port Huron, Mich., are visiting Mr.
ana mm. C. W. Fineron. 10 East
Coal avenue.
Mr. Green expects to
locate in Albuquerque.
Simon Stern, the Central avenue
Is one of the tlrst of the
merchants to receive the white caps
which are to be worn by the boosters
on the trade excursion.
Rev. E. McQueen
Gray returned
last evening from "Washington D. C
Kev. Gray U foreign secretary of the
Irrigation congress and has been In
Washington In the Interests of the
congress.
Hiram Sallon. brother of Mrs. U,
G. Koscnfield of West Coal avenue.
expects to leave this evening for his
headquarter
at Omaha. Neb. Mr,
ShIIo,, is connected with the Wood
ward theater circuit.
The ca.se of Dr. Y. D. Ua.Uniie
of Helen against the ast&te of the
late Felipe Chaves. wherein
the
plaintiff sues for 11,500 fers for alleged medical attention
to Chaves
during his life time, has been continued.
An open meeting will be held by
G. K. Warren
Post No. R, Grand
Army of the Republic, at I. O. O. F.
Saturday
hall
evening, March 7. at
7:3w o'clock, to which the ladles of
G. K. Warren Woman's Relief Corps
Uaymond-Whitconi-

MIlS. M. S. n.M'MANN
TKACHKIt OF PIANO
KMiHT
YINti ANI
JtlvUMMl A SI'ECIAITV
80 nAJlXLTT IlLDG.

AtXM M PAN

to stand in
That explains why WASHBURN
CO. disposes of more men's shoes
each year than any single retail
store in New Mexico you stand

H. W.

by them

A curious situation it

is-t-

he

er

wil- l-

They come in Oxfords or High
Laced in all the popular leathers
and shapes.

Schroeder

TEACHER OF VIOLIN
Also Manager of

more

this business grows the better values we can give, and the better
values we can give the more the
business grows.
We do not see how we lean sell a
better shoe than our $3.50 Walk-Ovfor men. When we do, we

'

b

Schroeder's Orchestra
100U 28 BARNETT

nt i;i.Ki:its

Tit

ii:k.

No. 1, ladies of John A. Logan Circle
No. 1. G. A. R., nil soldiers and sail- r of the Civil war,
war sol
wililirrs. Spanish-America- n
diers and ministers of all denomina
tions ln the city are cordially invited
to be with us. Ry order of Edward
Joliii.soii, post commander.
J. G.

aldwell. adjutilit.
Jose Francisco Lucero, 13 years
old, the son of Francisco Lucero y
Montiiya
.f Alamiila, who died yes- terday, will be burled
from the
Catholic nJairch of Alameda tomor
row iii'irniug at 8:30 o'clock. Inter
ment will'4to made; at the Alameda
cemetery. ; The death of little Jose
Lucero was "tie of the saddest of the
year. The tiny wan attending fet.
Michaels college at Santa Fe. when
stricken three weeks hro with scarlet
fever. Measles followed the fever and
un ucute case or lirijcnt s aisease
cau.sed death. The boy was extreme
ly briffht for his asre and had a dispo
sition that made for him many
friends.

AUIO ENTHUSIAST
WANTS TO ORGANIZE

Madam
Steward-Lam- b

jut

E. L. Washburn Co.
ocooooooooooo

34cli N.lilnuioT.
1

Armljo Bullaln?
UU."

mid 052.

SAI IN, 3 CASH

pool

iji:;is-'ri-:it-

r

s.

o

Co.

pair of shoe trees

rs an absolute
to keep your footwear ln
shape and make It wear longer. They
last a lifetime and only cost 75c at
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 "West CenneA-s3lt-

tral avenue.

I FE'S IIOMK MAIF.
CANDIES.
"'ALTON'S PHITJ STOHK.

FOIt

KENT

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

There are no better ranges in the world than

Wc handle anything in the laundry
lino, 1'lioiiR 177. UuIiIm laundry
A

SIMON STERN

pwooooooooooo ooooooooooooo

TAitLi;, ihsivess
LOT ON
AVK IXQt'IIlE
i:TKL
SOrTT KNIGHT.

Majestic Range

AT
TtESIOENCE
AI'I'LY OL

Just as soon as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove iXiilding, the idea is at once applied to this range, with the result that the MAJESTIC of today represents all the best features of all makes. In addi
tion to this, it is con
THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
structed of material that
to all common purposes .
is unbreakable.
It will
Z
n
save you time, fuel and jj
ilWJtSTIC
9
O C
work; and produce the u
co. a
35
I Mrs. ca QS mfg.
best of results. Buy a Ma- - 2
11.UUK5 a
Ittliuuc
p,
JESTIC you will never S
MMESTIC

V

Prices- -

-

kJ. ill'

-

$68.00

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Wagner Hardware Co.
32J-32- 3

West Central

ATTENTION!

EYES
RIGHT!
your eyes
If

are not right call

on me and let me fit them with

glasses that will make them right.

S. T. VANN

nmcmcomcmcmcmcmomcmcoamcmcmcmocmam
WHEN UP TOWN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

DOCTOR OF OPTICS

V.ANN JEWTCLItY

Ono Door South of

Finest Domestic and Imported

OO.

Drug Store.

Perfect'
Plumbing

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036
and goods will be delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
All

Is essential in evpry hiiint that
aspires to lie healthy, comfortable
anil pleasant.
BJjWY do Plumbing thai always
(fives satisfaction. Try us iwxt
time.

Heating Co.
PIIOXK

Gty.

Nw

Tables, and First Class Trtatmtot

CIANNINL PropsA
109 South First Street

CRAD1

&.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

(SI

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCL.

NUE

j j j

SPRING 1908
FINE
CLOTHING

and

gv-

r---

to

M. MANDELL

M. MANDELL

:

iu
yy

rorpen StptMBfMMigWiaPWi

$61.00

P.MATTEUCCI
Shoe Store and Repairs

tZ

.

need-another-

202 NOHTII KIHTH.
TOWN IHXSTOFTTCK.

412 West Central Ave."

9URGMON

Ghmrf lor Contuitst on

tiiki:i:
I

Prices $18.00 to $30.00

J

spring millinery. A cordial
invitation is extended to the
ladies of Albuquerque to
call and inspect her stock.

DR. C. H. CONNER

No

7?

SALE

Standard
Plumbing and

BLDO.

Trmmtmd.

FOR

returned from the
eastern markets and is showing the newest ideas in early
Has

rrr.i to oh.

Dmm0

your money in these goods than in any other.

U

105 North First
"Albuquerque now has thirty or
more automobiles and I think that
we are strong enough to have an
auto' club," said a well known enthusiast hist night.
"I um in favor of organizing a club
and making a concerted movement
to secure btter roads. Our roads are
something fierce. The mesa road
about the only one we have for
speeding and It Is nothing to brag
about. I blleve that a good live
club could accomplish something If it started.
forty
oT
"A club of thirty-fiv- e
members could easily support a small
club house neur the mouth of TIJeras
canyon and tha members would be
fully repaid for their money with
the pleasure tht-- would get out of
It summer and winter.
The mesa
road could with some work be placed
In very fair condition for speeding.
A neat little club house at the edge
of the mountains would be a popular
place during the many hot summer
evenings that are coming."

F. COBB

Cursbl

That's why you ought to buy our Hart Schaffner &
perfectly tailored; correct
Marx clothes; they're
in style. You get better value) and bigger returns for

rosenwalFs

OSTEOPATHIC RHYBICIAN AND
All

Real economy is measured by comparing what you get by what it costs;
a question of proportion, not price.

SATURDAY ONLY

FURNISHINGS

w"RWews;os)

Per Yard

Each Customer Limited to
- - 12 Yards - -

ll riln and animals nuiunte.l tiuo to
M otti iiroiif
lifi'.
anj permanent.
Wnik KUarantroiI.
210 WcM (,(ild. AlliiiiiucriiiK', N. M.
.

PRICED ECONOMICALLY

15

all-wo-

TAXIDERMIST

i

OUR SPRING WNE

The $1.50 Quality

ence, Colo., to Join Mr. Knox.
C. I.. I'ollar'l. a prominent merchant of F.spanola. Is in the city looking after businuss Interests.
M. A. Ross of this city left last
evening for ICspanola
anil other
northern citie, of the territory.
F.
Charles
K.isley
of Santu
Fe, a
of the territorial peni-

Claude

Miss L. M. Lutz

95c

at

--

of Fulton, N.

Economy isn't buying cheap staff because It's low priced; nor paying too
much for good stuff because it's good

BLACK TAFFETA

F.rr. a prominent rancher

railro-ad-

te

Enables Us to Offer
500 yards of 36 inch

3

tentiary board, arrived In the city last
evening.
J. C. I'roetor arrived yesterday .in
liallup anil will relieve W. J. Johnson
as yard foreman for the Santa Fe
.

Will be one of the Most Complete
in the city.
and
Up-to-Da-

K. H.

These days about economy; maybe you're
being economical yourself. It's a good
thing; we believe in it; but it's best to be
clear as to what economy is.

S

nii helleii i iiki's; like mother bakes.
Dr. V. I). Ilailclirfi! of Helen Is In
tile eity on huslneyiv.
1.

You Hear Some Talk

Purchase

Exceptional

My Spring Stock of Men's Low Quarter Shoes in black and tan are all in.
Also Earl & Wilson and Manhattan
Shirts.

Fancy

Hatsin Hawes,

Stetson and

Dunlap.

GET YOUR TRADE EXCURSION CAPS NOW
i

FINE
CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

'

f

